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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis is a qualitative study of the services and treatment domestic minor sex 

trafficking victims receive from the juvenile justice system and civil society. This thesis explores 

the persistent dichotomy in which underage girls are victims of sex trafficking and yet 

simultaneously treated as criminals. It seeks to identify the problems and best practices in 

addressing these girls’ needs. It examines the obstacles impeding the success of U.S. anti-

trafficking efforts and the challenges non-governmental agencies encounter in their work with 

minor sex trafficking victims.  

 Recognizing a gap in the literature on service providers’ promising practices and the 

challenges they face, I conducted a qualitative case study of the Stand Against Global 

Exploitation Project, Inc (SAGE) in San Francisco. The SAGE case study acts to illustrate the 

realities of anti-trafficking work at the local level. Additionally, my thesis aims to bridge the gap 

between literature about the justice system’s response to trafficking and that of civil society. It 

examines how various sectors of society intersect and affect the provision of victims’ services.  

My thesis relies on the qualitative data I collected during my nine weeks with SAGE.  It 

incorporates interviews I conducted with case managers at other organizations, activists, and 

clinicians working with girls and women in corrections facilities. It also makes use of past 

studies on child commercial sexual exploitation and previously conducted interviews with 

survivors, service providers, and law enforcement. 

Several major findings emerged from this thesis. Federal legislation has yet to be 

reflected adequately in changes at the state and local level. Misunderstandings about trafficking 

persist throughout the country. In many communities, girls as young as 11 years old continue to 

be told that they are responsible for their own victimization. The SAGE case study shows that it 

is imperative to train officials on how to identify victims. It finds that increasing coordination 

among law enforcement, service providers, youth groups, and other community-based 

organizations helps widen everybody’s reach in fighting sex trafficking and creating strong 

support networks. SAGE brought to light the difficulties of retaining juveniles in programs, 

reaching a wider demographic,  mixing at-risk and trafficked youth, finding adequate housing, 

and maintaining the strength of an organization during economic hardship.  

 

Index Words: Sex Trafficking, Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children (CSEC), Domestic 

Minor Sex Trafficking (DMST), prostitution, homelessness, sexual abuse, runaways, trauma and 

juvenile girls, peer-educator model, survival sex, Trafficking Victims Reauthorized Protection 

Act (TVPRA), Stand Against Global Exploitation Project, Inc (SAGE), Norma Hotaling, San 

Francisco 
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DEFINITIONS 

 

Circuit: a main route between cities along which victims are trafficked.  

 

Client:  word that non-profit agencies use in reference to the people it works with. 

 

Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children (CSEC): the involvement of a person under 18 

years old in a sex act in exchange for monetary or other economic gains. See definition of DMST. 

 

Domestic Minor Sex Trafficking (DMST): the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, 

or obtaining of a person who is a US citizen or law permanent resident for the purpose of a 

commercial sex act. Coercion, force, or fraud does not need to be proven. See definition of 

CSEC. 

 

Intake: First step taken when a social worker meets with a client. Process through which the 

social work gathers information about the client to determine the kind of services the client will 

need.  

 

John: Person who solicits sex; also known as a “trick” or “customer.” 

 

Pimp: Someone who profits from the sale of another person’s body for sexual purposes; 

trafficker.   

 

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD): An anxiety disorder that typically occurs after a 

event that causes psychological trauma. Symptoms may include flashbacks, nightmares, 

heightened arousal, negative responses to and/or avoidance of stimuli associated with the trauma. 

 

Stockholm Syndrome: psychological behavior of a victim who over time becomes sympathetic 

to his/her captor(s). 

 

Survival sex: when a person exchanges sex for something he/she perceives as necessary to 

survive; ie food, shelter, clothing. The person does not view this as prostitution but rather as a 

necessary measure. 

 

The “life”: phrase used to refer to living within the realm of prostitution. 

 

Track: A location known for street-level prostitution.   

 

Trauma bond: a victim’s unhealthy attachment to his or her abuser, resulting from Stockholm 

Syndrome. 

 

Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000: the first federal legal response to the trafficking of 

persons   
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ACRONYMS USED 

CSEC: Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children 

DMST: Domestic Minor Sex Trafficking  

CPS: Child Protection Services 

CBOs: Community-Based Organizations  

SAGE: The Stand Against Global Exploitation Project 

MISSSEY: Motivating, Inspiring, Supporting, and Serving Sexually Exploited Youth 

GEMS: Girls Educational and Mentoring Services 

PTSD: Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder  

TVPA: Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 
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PREFACE 
 

I had to go to India to learn about the U.S.  

 

It started with an article. “Locked up in a brothel, beaten with a cricket bat, gang-raped 

and told that she would have to cater to customers,” read Nicholas Kristof’s account of Abbas, a 

14-year-old Indian girl who was forced into prostitution in New Delhi. Kristof’s New York 

Times Magazine article in 2009, “The Women’s Crusade,” described the services Abbas 

received from a local NGO, enabling her to reclaim her place in society. Abbas was born into 

poverty and because of her plight and gender; she was made vulnerable to sexual exploitation. 

To me, her story of becoming connected to the resources she needed and moving forward 

exemplified empowerment, a word that is often rendered empty by its overuse. Her story led me 

to spend a semester in India and learn more about the ways non-governmental organizations 

were working with sex trafficking survivors. I spent four months in India, with one month 

dedicated to studying sex trafficking in Kolkata. I shadowed and interviewed workers at the anti-

trafficking organization, SANLAAP. While at SANLAAP’s shelter and youth center in the red 

light district, I witnessed the services that worked to address trauma and provide girls with the 

confidence and skills to live independently. I was simultaneously heartbroken and inspired.  

As my time in India came to an end, I began to wonder how I would take what I learned 

back with me to the United States. My program director encouraged us to not let our experiences 

have been in vain. He urged us to continue our inquiries after we left India. I didn’t expect to so 

truly take his words to heart. I could not have predicted that a year and a half later, I would be 

submitting a thesis about sex trafficking in America.  
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After returning home, I became absorbed in my reading about sex trafficking in the 

United States. I was startled and angered by how little I had known. I saw it as a women’s rights 

issue that was largely ignored, and I had trouble understanding why it received such little media 

attention.  

During my summer in San Francisco, I was surprised by the similarities I saw between 

the services offered by SAGE and SANLAAP, as well as the similarities between the youth I met. 

They were girls who had all been failed at some point, either by their families or society. They 

had been denied the chance to pursue their aspirations. They dreamed of becoming doctors, 

singers, lawyers, and teachers.  On paper, I couldn’t claim to have much more in common with 

the girls I met in San Francisco than I had with the girls I met in India. But it never mattered to 

them.  They welcomed me with warmth, and we found commonalities in our laughter, art, 

frustrations, and hopes that someday we’d each be able to make the world a litter bit better.  
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CHAPTER ONE:  

AN INTRODUCTION 
 

“Katya from the Ukraine will be seen as a real victim and provided with services and 

support, but Keshia from the Bronx will be seen as a “willing participant,” someone 

who‟s out there because she „likes it‟.”         

                       -Rachel Lloyd, Founder of GEMS for Trafficked Girls, 2010 

 

There is general perception that commercial sexual exploitation in the United States 

centers on the trafficking of foreign women into our country. Shocking headlines like ―Feds Raid 

20 Brothels in Breakup of Korean Sex Slave Ring‖ about enslaved immigrant women seem to 

appear more and more frequently.
1
 However, this perception has obscured reality. Tens of 

thousands of underage American girls are victims of sexual exploitation within this country. 

Every day more children, from suburbia to the inner cities, are becoming entangled in 

prostitution. It is estimated that 100,000 to 300,000 children are trapped in the commercial sex 

industry.
2
 Girls as young as 11 years old are coerced into prostitution or forced to enter the sex 

industry as a survival mechanism because of poverty, homelessness or lack of family support. 

Sexual exploitation is the worst form of child labor and a modern-day version of slavery; its 

survivors can face a lifetime of psychological trauma and injury. The girls, traumatized by 

violence from pimps, often lack the self-confidence, education, and skills necessary to live 

independently in society.  Despite the size and scope of the problem, there are only about 50 

                                                           
1
 Neumeister, Larry. "Feds Raid Korean Sex Slave Brothel in Baltimore." The Associated Press 16 August 2006. 

2
 Klain, Eva J. Prostitution of Children and Child-Sex Tourism: An Analysis of Domestic and International 

Responses. Alexandria: National Center for Missing & Exploited Children, 1999. 8. 
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beds throughout the entire country designated for young sex trafficking victims.
3
 The demand for 

services far exceeds the supply.  

Although the Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 states that the involvement of 

minors in commercial sex acts falls under the definition of sex trafficking, girls who have 

escaped the sex industry, or wish to escape, continue to be treated as criminals. Statutory rape 

laws say that underage girls cannot consent to sex, and yet once money is exchanged, they are 

treated as if capable of consent and deserving of incarceration.  They are simultaneously 

criminals and victims. Girls picked up by police are either thrown into juvenile detention centers 

or are passed to ill-equipped group homes or foster care, later falling easily back into 

prostitution. Girls are shuffled through the juvenile justice system -- their trauma left unnoticed, 

ignored, disregarded. Recognizing that the justice system has failed to assume a role in assisting 

these girls, non-governmental organizations have created their own supplemental support 

network. Together, they have spearheaded a movement against the trafficking of minors. They 

offer holistic and innovative services, but they face their own challenges working within the 

boundaries of the justice system. Researchers have so far left these challenges unexamined.  

I. Research Question 

This thesis examines the programs that are being offered to survivors of commercial 

sexual exploitation. It asks the question, ―How can the juvenile justice system and non-

governmental organizations best respond to the needs of domestic minor victims of sex 

trafficking?‖  This thesis will examine how the services offered by the juvenile justice system 

and non-governmental organizations address, or fail to address, the causes that lead girls into 

prostitution. Do the services help young women, traumatized by childhood violence and 

                                                           
3
 Maloney, Office of Carolyn. "Reps. Maloney, Smith Introduce Bill to Curb Domestic Sex Trafficking of Minors, 

Increase Support to Victims." Press Release, 23 July 2010.  
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prostitution, move forward with their lives?  What challenges are encountered when 

implementing these programs? How do these programs helps girls rebuild and reclaim their 

sense of agency in society?  

II. What Is the Scope of the Problem? 

  Victims of domestic minor sex trafficking are defined as U.S. citizens under 18 who have 

been recruited, harbored, transported, provided or obtained to perform commercial sex acts for 

money. The U.S. Justice Department calls sex trafficking a ―problem of epidemic proportions.‖
4
 

While concrete and scientific data on the full extent of domestic sex trafficking is limited, the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation believes that as many as 300,000 children are engaged in 

prostitution and that the number is climbing every day.
5
  About 450,000 children run away 

annually, and  the National Incidence Studies of Missing, Abducted, Runaway, and Throwaway 

Children (NISMART-2) believes one-third of them will fall into prostitution within 48 hours of 

leaving home.
6
   NISMART-2’s statistics indicate that 150,000 children will be lured into 

prostitution in a year.   

 Cases of human trafficking have been found in all 50 states as well as 

Washington, D.C. and U.S. territories. Human trafficking in American is now an enormous 

underground business, generating $9.5 billion in annual revenue.
7
  Trafficking minors for 

prostitution is the third highest money-maker for organized crime, topped only by gun and drug 

                                                           
4
US Department of Justice: Child Exploitation and Obscenity. Child Prostitution-Domestic Sex Trafficking of 

Minors. http://www.justice.gov/criminal/ceos/prostitution.html (accessed March 12, 2011). 
5
 Ibid.  

6
 General, Washington State Office of the Attorney. Sexual Trafficking. 

http://www.atg.wa.gov/HumanTrafficking/SexTrafficking.aspx (accessed April 4, 2011). 
7
 Johnson, Alex. Sex Slavery: Living the American Nightmare. 22 12, 2008. 

http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/28161210/ns/us_news-crime_and_courts/ (accessed 4 2011, April). 
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sales.
8
  Traffickers find that American children are easier to recruit than immigrants because 

there is no need to cross the border. Gangs find that prostituting underage girls gives them 

prestige and provides a source of revenue in place of drugs.  Sexually exploited children are 

found not only on the streets, but also in escort and massage services, private dance clubs, 

conventions, tourist destinations and major sporting events like the Super Bowl. 
9
 About 15% of 

these exploited children are entangled in nationally organized crime networks that move them 

throughout the country by every means – car, vans, buses and planes.  

The very nature of prostitution – teens living in the underbelly of society–makes it 

extremely difficult to gauge its true magnitude.  Underage girls often have counterfeit 

identification to hide their real age. The rise of the internet makes it hard to find exploited youth 

because prostitution and escort services have taken to the web instead of the streets.  Girls in the 

sex industry are less visible, less likely to be seen on street corners, and less likely to be arrested 

than even 10 years ago.  Nonetheless, the paths leading girls into commercial sexual exploitation 

are clearer than ever. A girl’s involvement in prostitution can almost always be traced to earlier 

forms of victimization, such as sexual abuse, neglect, and homelessness.   

Sex trafficking is not an isolated phenomenon that affects only one social class, race or 

section of the country. It cuts a swath across all demographics and can be influenced by policing 

patterns and where social agencies are located. Researcher Sara Friedman writes that girls who 

are exploited in their own towns and cities are typically African-American while most runaways, 

juveniles from the Midwest, and girls shuttled along the nation’s main trafficking routes are 

                                                           
8
 Goodman, Mickey. "Sex Trafficking in the United States: Children Across America are Unseen Victims." 

Huffington Post. 23 2011, January. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/Mickey-goodman/sex-trafficking-united-states-

children_b_812784.html (accessed April 2011, 10). 
9
 US Department of Justice: Child Exploitation and Obscenity. Child Prostitution-Domestic Sex Trafficking of 

Minors. http://www.justice.gov/criminal/ceos/prostitution.html (accessed March 12, 2011). 
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white.
10

 Eileen Jacob of the FBI’s initiative Operation Innocence Lost also estimates that a 

majority of runaways are white.   In Connecticut, the Paul and Lisa Program saw a 70% increase 

in girls from middle to upper-middle class backgrounds from 2004 to 2007.
11

  Minorities, 

however, comprise an overwhelming majority of the client-base for major non-profit agencies 

like the Stand Against Global Exploitation (SAGE) Project in San Francisco, Girls Educational 

and Mentoring Services (GEMS) in New York, and Motivating, Inspiring, Supporting, and 

Serving Sexually Exploited Youth (MISSSEY) in Oakland.
12

  

 When discussing the population that is impacted by trafficking, I struggle with how to 

talk about race. I do not want to value one person’s experience over another, implying that it is 

more tragic for any one type of youth to be involved in prostitution. There is no single concrete 

demographic profile of a trafficking victim. Nonetheless, I am wary of the ―it is happening in our 

own backyard‖ narrative that uses the examples of victimized white middle-class girls in order to 

make the public care. When using this tactic, politicians, activists, and nightly news reports 

remind the viewers and readers that it could be ―our children‖ or ―the girl next door.‖
13

 But what 

are the middle-America connotations of the phrase ―the girl next door?‖ And which children are 

they indirectly excluding? Though this is an issue that affects communities of all incomes and 

races, the fact that African-American girls are arrested for prostitution at disproportionately 

higher rates cannot be overlooked.  Nonetheless, regardless of demographic lines, it is abuse, 

homelessness, and a lack of a strong support network that continually mark the histories of the 

girls who become commercially sexually exploited.  

                                                           
10

 Friedman, Sara Ann. Who Is There to Help Us? How the System Fails Sexually Exploited Girls in the United 

States. Brooklyn: ECPAT-USA, 2005.5. 
11

 Friedman, 30.  
12

 Ring, Mollie. ―Domestic Minor Human Trafficking.‖ PowerPoint Presentation to Huckleberry House. June 

2010.San Francisco, CA. And MISSSEY Case Manager, Interview by Cara Mones (March 2011). 
13

 Friedman, 30. and CNN. Transcript: Selling the Girl Next Door. February 6, 2011. 

http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/1102/06/cp.02.html (accessed March 5, 2011). 
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Exploited and at-risk juveniles come in contact with many sectors of society, allowing for 

numerous potential points of intervention and education. Before a teen is identified as a 

trafficking victim, it is likely that she has already been a part of the child welfare system or the 

juvenile justice system for offenses other than prostitution. Law enforcement officials, probation 

officers, judges, social workers, Child Protection Services, community-based service providers, 

schools, health care providers, and youth groups are all likely to interact with this population. An 

adolescent might be part of the foster care system for years and then be brought into the juvenile 

justice system for running away. She might even run away several times before making the 

mistake of meeting a trafficker and becoming entangled in prostitution. Multiple red flags that 

she was sliding into prostitution were missed: a sudden change in attire, behavior or material 

possessions; a ―boyfriend‖ who is far older; references to frequent travel to other cities; evidence 

of drug addiction; unexplained absences from school.
14

  Once a girl enters prostitution, the road 

back is as complicated as the path that brought her there. She faces a maze of group homes and a 

marathon of meetings with social workers, probation officer, attorney attorneys, and case 

managers.  

III. Literature Review 

Before we can look at  how the legal system and civil society treat girls who have been 

sex trafficked, we need to survey two areas of existing literature which include a)the gaps in the 

juvenile justice system and b) the kind of services that have been identified as needed by 

survivors.  It is necessary to review the gaps in the juvenile justice system because this is a sector 

that comes in such frequent contact with trafficked and at-risk youth. Any shortcomings by the 

juvenile justice system need to be compensated for by the civil sector of society.  

                                                           
14

 Ring, Presentation.  
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The other area of literature reviews the services that are thought to be the most essential 

and effective. It also provides a framework to analyze the practices of the justice system and 

non-governmental organizations discussed in the subsequent chapters. In Chapter Two, the risk 

factors for trafficking will be outlined, further illustrating the care needed by this population and 

the consequences of failing to acknowledge their histories.   Chapter Three will look at whether  

these services are being offered under the current legal system .  Having a model of effective 

programming will provide a reference point for the kind of services the justice system could 

offer girls. Finally, in Chapter Four, this framework will provide the tools to analyze the services 

offered by the Stand Against Global Exploitation (SAGE) Project.  

Gaps in the Juvenile Justice System 

a. Misidentification 

The misidentification of victims of trafficking causes missed opportunities for effective 

treatment. Trafficked juveniles are often arrested for non-soliciting charges, such as drug use or 

theft.
15

 Inconsistent labeling by those who are the first to come in contact with an arrested minor 

can cause the adolescent to be assigned a treatment plan that addresses delinquency instead of 

sexual exploitation.
16

 Misidentification occurs when staff members have not been trained to 

identify signs of trafficking. Routine intake and assessment procedures fail to include the 

appropriate identifying questions. After receiving proper training, one runaway youth shelter in 

Louisiana reviewed its past case files and found that 57% of its juveniles should have been 

identified as trafficking victims.
17

 This means that most teens who stayed at the shelter never 

received the services they needed because of an untrained staff. The shelter’s experience testifies 

to the significant difference training can make. 

                                                           
15

 Finkelhor, David. "Prostitution of Juveniles: Patterns From NIBRS." OJJDP. Bulletin. 2001. 
16

 Smith, Linda. ―The National Report on Domestic Minor Sex Trafficking.‖ US Department of Justice. 2009. 50. 
17

 Smith, 46.  
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b. Inadequate Diagnosis and Delivery of Mental Health Services 

It is essential to the recovery process that survivors are connected to the appropriate 

mental health and substance abuse programs. Amy Solomon indicates that without adequately 

addressing the trauma, survivors are vulnerable to substance abuse, unemployment, suicidal 

behavior, and difficulty forming functional relationships.
18

 In addition to depression and poor 

self-esteem, many survivors suffer from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). Like war 

veterans, teens demonstrate symptoms such as flashbacks, emotional outbursts, withdrawal and 

aggression.  

The justice system is often hampered by inadequate diagnosis and delivery of mental 

health services.  In a survey conducted by the Girls’ Justice Initiative in several major cities, 89% 

of attorneys and 61% of judges believed that the services offered to girls in juvenile detention 

facilities were inadequate.
19

 Girls are often diagnosed as having an ―oppositional deviant 

disorder‖ when in reality their behavior is connected to depression or histories of trauma.
20

 In a 

1998 of incarcerated girls study, 50% girls showed signs of PTSD.
21

 Rachel Lloyd, founder of 

Girls Educational and Mentoring Services (GEMS), an organization that serves girls who have 

been in prostitution in New York City, believes that 75% of the teens she has seen since 1998 

have demonstrated symptoms of PTSD.
22

  

The very nature of the correctional facilities, bastions of seclusion and restraint, can be 

re-traumatizing. Trauma victims need to feel physically and emotionally safe. Instead, they are 

housed among the general delinquent population and are subjected to isolation and staff 

                                                           
18

 Solomon, Amy. Treating the Hidden Wounds: Trauma Treatment and Mental Health Recovery for Victims of 

Human Trafficking. Washington D.C.: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2008. 
19

 Sherman, Francine. Girls in the Juvenile Justice System: Perspectives on Services and Conditions of Confinement. 

Washington D.C. : The Girls' Justice Initiative.  
20

 Katz, Sarah. "Criminalizing Abused Girls." Violence Against Women, 2002. 
21

 Cauffman, Feldman. ―Post Traumatic Stress Disorder Among Female Juvenile Offenders.‖ Journal of the 

American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry. 37: 1209-1216.  
22

 Smith, 2009.  
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insensitivity.
23

 Bonita Veysey, in a study of the juvenile justice system, documented a pervasive 

insensitivity among staff and emphasized the need for better training with trauma victims.
24

  

The high rates of PTSD and other trauma symptoms among survivors illustrate just how 

alarming it is that girls are not connected to adequate mental health services and are placed in an 

environment that can exacerbate the pain that they are experiencing. Future research on the 

mental condition of a girl at the time of entrance into a facility and then her status at the time of 

her release would help us to see the impact of incarceration and the levels at which re-

traumatization occur.  

c. Lack of Coordination Between the Juvenile Justice System and Outside Providers 

The lack of exchange of information between the juvenile justice system and welfare 

system creates obstacles for post-incarceration placement and follow-up services for youth. A 

study of the juvenile justice and dependency systems in California found that the two were 

working in total isolation of each other, never sharing information.
25

 The same study showed that 

coordination between these governmental agencies and non-governmental groups would bring 

tremendous benefits. Coordination would maximize the number of girls treated and would ensure 

that each girl receives the best individualized care.  Without coordination between the two 

systems, judges are in a difficult position. They do not know a girl’s previous home environment 

and they might return an adolescent to the abusive household she had fled. Girls are also 

typically placed in group homes that do not specifically serve the commercial sexual exploitation 

population. The experiences of these girls are unique; group homes simply lack the capacity to 

address their needs. These girls must be housed in locations where they will not easily return to 
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streets or be found by their exploiters. At group homes, sex trafficking victims have the potential 

to be sexually abused by male residents, ostracized by other girls, or recruited by girls who are 

involved in prostitution.  More information on the environments of group homes would help us 

access how they negatively or positively impact a youth.  

Since there are few safe housing options, law enforcement officers report that they charge 

victims with delinquency offenses and send them to correctional facilities as a protective 

measure. This strategy enables police to detain girls in a secure facility.
26

 While law enforcement 

might think that this will keep girls safe, their actions can have grave consequences because it 

places girls on a delinquency treatment track. Meanwhile, other police officers have been known 

to arrest young women and send them to correctional facilities for a different reason: punishment 

for immoral behavior.  

Effective Programming 

Young women who have been, and may still be, involved in prostitution require a wide 

range of services in order exit ―the life.‖  The first and second World Congresses Against 

Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children (CSEC) in 1996 and 2001 promoted a holistic 

approach to social interventions with victims.  A majority of non-governmental organizations 

working with survivors of commercial sexual exploitation provide programs that fit within the 

categories of therapy, housing, case management, skills building, education, and arts. These 

services not only address girls’ primary needs, but also prepare and empower them to live 

independently and become activists in their own communities. 

It is also useful to look at literature about services for homeless juveniles since there is so 

much overlap with exploited girls.  Because most homeless teens engage in survival sex at some 

point and most girls in prostitution have been runaways or throw-aways, the services needed for 
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both groups are very similar. It is especially important to look at homeless juveniles who fall 

within the category of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or questioning (LGBTQ). The stigma 

surrounding their LGBTQ status makes it even harder for them to find legitimate work and thus 

more likely to engage in prostitution. In 2007, Kate Barnhart, the former director of Sylvia’s 

Place, a homeless shelter for LGBTQ youth in New York City, estimated that one in four 

residents are involved in prostitution.
27

 The high rates of victimization and isolation of LGBTQ 

homeless youth put them also in need of a strong supportive environment, similar mental health 

services, and empowerment programs.  Additionally, since many girls continue to cycle through 

the juvenile detention system, returning to prostitution after each completion of their terms, it is 

useful to look at alternative programs for adolescents in juvenile detention to see if they can 

reduce recidivism. 

a. Mental Health Services 

Underage girls often endure a range of mental health problems from their trafficking 

experiences. They have been isolated from their friends and family.  Their lifestyle revolves 

around constant threats, violence, and drug use.
28

 Without adequately addressing the trauma, 

survivors are vulnerable to substance abuse, trouble keeping steady jobs, suicidal behavior, and 

difficulties forming functional relationships.
29

 As a case manager asked the U.S. Department of 

Health and Human Services, ―How can we expect someone to get a job when they can’t even get 

out of bed or are afraid to leave the shelter?‖
30

  

Researchers Amy Solomon, Heather Clawson, and Lisa Goldblatt-Grace wrote in their 

2008 national program assessment that it is important that organizations connect survivors with 
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the appropriate mental health and substance abuse programs.  In addition to individual 

counseling, Solomon encourages the use of group counseling. In group counseling, the girls can 

create a community in which they feel they are valued members. By hearing each other’s similar 

stories, they are able to lessen the shame they might feel about their past. The sessions help them 

develop interpersonal and communication skills and learn constructive coping strategies.
31

  

Group counseling sessions also give juveniles an opportunity to learn about their rights and 

inform their peers about avoiding commercial sexual exploitation. Survivor staff members are 

real-life examples of people who have successfully exited prostitution.  They have rebuilt their 

lives and have families, steady jobs, and homes. In an evaluation of a Minnesota class for 

survivors of domestic violence, the women reported feeling empowered by learning that they can 

use their experiences to create change. One woman said, ―If my story, my life can give another 

power, then it all hasn't been for nothing.‖
32

  

b. Residential Facilities 

Considering the high correlation between homelessness and prostitution, housing is an 

immediate need of these girls. Housing programs finally give juveniles a chance to have a stable 

living environment. After being kicked out of their homes and countless shelters, teens find that 

reliable housing changes their focus from looking for a place to sleep every night to 

concentrating on their future.  

 In a 2007 briefing by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services on residential 

facilities, the authors noted that teens require the safe atmosphere of a small gender and trauma-
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specific setting.
33

 The briefing found that housing programs are most successful when they are 

voluntary rather than required. Voluntary programs present the flexibility that this process 

requires. They enable girls to slowly ―buy into‖ the organization and actively want to be a part of 

their program.
34

 Because the program is voluntary, the girls have a sense of ownership over their 

decisions.  This lessens the likelihood of the girls’ running away, but also acknowledges that 

episodes of running away are typical in the healing process. Providers emphasize that they can 

return without judgment. The briefing also found that 18 months is the amount of time needed 

for providers to build trust with the girls, help them deal with trauma and create a plan for the 

future.  

 The briefing does not address what happens once participants complete their 18-month 

stay at residential facilities. No matter how well a staff tries to prepare the girls, moving from a 

constantly supervised group situation to living completely on one’s own can be jarring. Theresa 

Nolan makes the critical point in the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force’s 2007 report that 

―most independent adults do not live en masse in homogeneous environments in buildings with 

people with the same jobs, life experiences, income or needs.‖
35

  

c. Case Management 

Another study, again sponsored by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 

and written by Heather Clawson, found that case management is a crucial component in services 

provided to domestic victims of trafficking. In Case Management and the Victim of Human 

Trafficking: A Critical Service for Client Success, Clawson points to the inaccuracy of the 

government’s assumption that domestic victims of trafficking understand their rights, the legal 
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system, and the services that are available to them, better than international victims of 

trafficking.  As a result, Clawson emphasizes the importance of case managers in the lives of 

domestic victims. Case managers act as advocates for their clients, educating them about the 

criminal justice, immigration, and human service systems and acting as go-betweens for the girls 

and law-enforcement agencies and service providers.
36

 Case managers ensure that care is tailored 

to each girl’s needs. When a girl arrives at an organization, a case manager meets with her and 

assesses her physical condition, mental, health, literacy levels, skills, and interests. The case 

manager then coordinates and makes referrals for legal and housing assistance, counseling, and 

medical services as well as devises vocational and educational plans.  

Clawson also emphasizes the personal relationship that the case manager forms with a 

client. This is an important point considering the intense mistrust many of these teens have 

developed for adults. After experiencing childhood abuse, family rejection, and sexual violence, 

and feeling betrayed by a law enforcement that treats them like criminals, it is critical that girls 

form healthy relationships with caring adults. Girls can rely on their case managers for non-

judgmental support and guidance.
37

   

While Clawson illustrates the powerful role of the case manager, she neglects to address 

how the personal background of the case manager impacts her relationships with her clients. It 

would not be surprising if survivors have difficulty trusting and connecting with case managers 

who have not shared their experiences, assuming they do not understand the hardships the girls 

have encountered. The Ruth Ellis Center, an organization working with LGBTQ homeless youth 

in Detroit, believes it does not face this issue because its staff members are LGBTQ and reflect 

the demographics of the youth.  This enabled the teams to gain trust from the youth more readily, 
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according to the center’s evaluation included in the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force’s 

report.
38

 Thus, discussion of the benefits of employing case managers who have personally dealt 

with difficulties like abuse, prostitution, and homelessness would have made Clawson’s 

discussion about case managers more comprehensive.  

IV. Analytical Model 

This thesis will analyze its findings using three assumptions: 1) there are gaps in the 

services provided by the juvenile justice system, 2); there are certain services that are critical; 

and 3) a trauma-centered framework is necessary. With the idea that there are shortcomings in 

the juvenile justice system, I will examine how these gaps in services are a product of legislation 

and how they are reflected and reinforced by the actual practices of those in law enforcement and 

the legal system. This assumption will also act as the impetus to look at how civil society is, or is 

not, addressing these gaps.  

The literature on effective programming has provided me with a model for the kinds of 

services provided by non-governmental organizations that can be successful and necessary. 

Using this model, I will be able to explore the availability of these services, how they are 

implemented, and the factors that undermine their success.  

Drawing from the literature on the mental health needs of victims and the literature in 

Chapter Two on the childhood experiences of youth, I will employ a trauma-centered 

framework. This framework will enable me to continuously investigate how the juveniles’ 

histories of trauma will impact their future interactions with various sectors of society and how 

their trauma will affect the services they need.   
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From my survey of the literature, I expect that the major obstacles preventing 

comprehensive services to survivors of sex trafficking will be related to the persistent treatment 

of girls as criminals by law enforcement and the juvenile justice system. I will look at how law 

enforcement’s cooperation and awareness about domestic minor youth trafficking affects service 

providers’ ability to assist survivors.   

Much of the literature discussed the psychological trauma caused by trafficking and the 

lasting impact this trauma can have on a girl if the trauma goes unaddressed. In what ways are 

girls connected to mental health services? And to what extent are these services available? 

The literature suggests that the non-judgmental care given by a service provider’s staff, 

particularly a staff composed of survivors, will be a critical component of its work. I want to see 

how the peer-educator model operates in action. Does the ability of staff members to relate to the 

girls’ experiences lead the girls to open up more in therapy sessions and engage in the plans they 

create with their case managers? These are questions that will be hard to answer fully, especially 

since I will only a single case study. Nonetheless, I believe that the nine weeks I spent with at 

SAGE, an internationally recognized human rights organization, gave me valuable insight into 

the dynamic between case managers and their clients, and the process of engaging the girls in the 

programming.   

V. Case Selection 

This thesis will examine the Stand Against Global Exploitation Project, Inc (SAGE) as a 

case study. SAGE is a non-profit organization in San Francisco that works with women and 

youth. San Francisco is a major hub for commercial sexual exploitation in this country, creating 

an overwhelming need for SAGE’s work.  SAGE’s mission is to ―improve the lives of 

individuals victimized by, or at risk for sexual exploitation, violence and prostitution through 
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trauma recovery services, substance abuse treatment, vocational training, housing assistance and 

legal advocacy.‖  Because the academic literature indicates that survivors of commercial sexual 

exploitation need a continuum of services, SAGE can serve as a most-likely case study 

considering its wide range of programs and 18-year history in the fight against sexual 

exploitation. SAGE’s work has been nationally recognized and its holistic approach is frequently 

cited as a model for all organizations and individuals working in this field. In a SAGE profile, 

―Been There, Done That: SAGE, a Peer Leadership Model Among Prostitution Survivors,‖ 

founder Norma Hotaling wrote:  

The organization serves more than 275 individuals each week and as a result of SAGE’s 

assistance, more than 1,500 women, girls, and transgender individuals have exited the 

criminal justice system, entered treatment, gained education and skills, and most have 

made exit plans or left prostitution.
39

 

 

SAGE uses a survivor-centered approach -- all services are administered by and for survivors of 

commercial sexual exploitation. Having the staff composed of women who have experienced 

similar hardships is viewed as integral to SAGE’s work and instrumental in lowering recidivism 

rates. Not only does this produce a safe, compassionate atmosphere and provide clients with 

strong role models, it also creates future employment opportunities for participants. SAGE also 

incorporates the arts and alternative therapy methods in its work. Additionally, SAGE has a 

strong presence in the San Francisco community, collaborating and maintaining contacts with 

other organizations. This maximizes the number of resources and potential employment 

opportunities available to clients.   

 While existing literature may address the gaps in the juvenile justice system and the kind 

of assistance civic organizations can provide, it fails to bridge sufficiently the two conversations. 

There is little discussion surrounding how the juvenile justice system impacts the work of civil 
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society. Moreover, while accounts of programs working with sex trafficked youth exist, rarely do 

they move past a simple description of their successes. Nor do they extensively probe the 

challenges that organizations face working in the field. This thesis will use existing literature to 

move forward, fusing the conversations through exploring the intersections between the justice 

system and civil society on the ground level. Furthermore, using a case study of a non-

governmental organization working with sex trafficked juveniles, my thesis will offer a deeper 

investigation into the realities of fighting this issue.  

VI. Why Care? 

The degradation inherent in human trafficking is deplorable, but the victimization of 

adolescent girls in prostitution is particularly unsettling.  The numbers are staggering. Not just 

one child a year. Or one hundred or a thousand children, but rather hundreds of thousands of 

children are being sexually exploited every year in America. The fact that the magnitude of the 

problem is this great and yet receives such little attention is shocking and puzzling. There are 

activists who have been fighting for the last two decades to raise awareness of the issue. They 

will not allow these girls to be neglected and they have dedicated themselves to supporting these 

girls. There have also been legislative victories. The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 

and its reauthorization in 2003, 2005, and 2008 recognized the specific needs of trafficking 

survivors and allocated funding to programs to help them. Even so, this law has yet to translate 

sufficiently into consistent action. States like New York have begun to enact their own 

legislation that will shift the treatment of girls from being viewed as criminals to being seen as 

victims, and that will funnel funding into victim services. It is too soon to see the changes this 

will cause, but knowing the kind of work that needs to be done will help ensure that the funding 

from these laws is used effectively.  
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I hope that this thesis will illuminate the difficulties non-governmental organizations face 

in their work and their promising practices and programs.  I also hope this thesis will 

demonstrate the intervention points in an at-risk/trafficked youth’s life and the many players who 

can have a role in assisting her. If non-governmental organizations and the justice system can 

identify the challenges and build a better model for recovery and empowerment, they can begin 

to streamline the process of connecting a victim to all the services she needs. Commercial sexual 

exploitation is not a phenomenon unique to major cities like San Francisco, Los Angeles, and 

New York. It sees no state boundaries and does not discriminate between urban and rural 

communities. It is a national problem that requires the mobilization of wide-ranging societal 

resources.  

X. Limitations  

 There are certain limitations placed on this thesis because of its use of a single-case 

study. This case study, while revealing, cannot be used to make generalizations or assumptions 

about the services being provided by other organizations battling child commercial sexual 

exploitation. The SAGE Project is located in San Francisco and this thesis will not presume that 

the experiences, backgrounds, and demographics of its clients are the same as trafficked girls 

living in other parts of the country. I did not study child pornography or the involvement of boys 

in prostitution. This was not meant to devalue the severity of either problem, but rather was the 

result of the problems being beyond the scope and capabilities of this study. I worked only with 

female juveniles and, therefore, cannot comment on the experiences of male juveniles at SAGE 

and as sex trafficking victims. Without a study of comparative cases, this thesis will not attempt 

to place judgment on the quality of programs at other organizations.  
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IX. Data and Methodology 

My thesis relies on the qualitative data I collected during my time with SAGE as well as 

interviews I conducted with case managers at other organizations, activists, and clinicians 

working with girls and women in corrections facilities. Overall, I conducted eleven formal 

interviews. I attended an all-day training session conducted by the My Life My Choice Project in 

Boston as well as the Boston Initiative to Advance Human Rights (BITAHR) Sex Trafficking 

Film Forum in Cambridge.  At these events, I had the chance to not only hear the experiences of 

service providers working with trafficked girls in the Boston area, but also hear from activists, 

academics, and filmmakers working against sex trafficking throughout the county.   I also make 

use of past studies on child commercial sexual exploitation and previously conducted interviews 

with survivors, service providers, and law enforcement. 

 I spent nine weeks in San Francisco with SAGE. I fully embedded myself with the 

organization and through a participant-observer approach, I learned as much as possible about 

the workshops, classes, and services available to the girls. SAGE gave me full access to reports, 

evaluations, and statistics, which addressed topics such as programming; the demographics and 

backgrounds of their participants; prevalence of medical and mental health problems among 

participants; recruitment; risk-factors; and challenges in the work.   

I witnessed the daily activities and observed relationships among the girls, as well as the 

interactions between the girls and staff members. My observations of these interactions and 

relationships helped inform my understanding of the kind of environment that exists at SAGE. 

Because many of the staff members identify themselves as survivors, I was able to hear their 

personal experiences with commercial sexual exploitation, helping me to understand what leads 

young women into prostitution and the impact SAGE has on its clients. Their personal stories 
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gave me longitudinal examples of survivors’ lives, from their entry into prostitution to their 

completion of intervention programs to their experiences as adults. 

 I led my own weekly arts-based workshops in the girls’ unit of the Youth Guidance 

Center through the SAGE In-Custody Program. This enabled me to speak directly with girls who 

are at-risk or have been involved in prostitution. My time with them gave me critical insight into 

their childhood experiences, frustrations, and hopes for the future.  I also attended SAGE’s 

weekly out of custody program called LifeSkills. This was another opportunity for me to spend 

time with the youth and listen to their views, feelings, and experiences.  

Although I was constantly engaging SAGE staff members in conversations about the 

organization’s work, I conducted formal interviews with six of them. These interviews revealed 

staff members’ perceptions of SAGE’s mission, goals, and approach to this kind of work, and the 

difficulties they encounter. In order to prevent any outside influences and pressures from 

affecting interviewee responses, these interviews were conducted in a neutral space where other 

staff members and participants were not present. Interviewees were fully informed about their 

option to remain anonymous and/or not be quoted in my thesis.  

X. Language 

I will never the use the terms ―child prostitute‖ or ―juvenile prostitute‖ when referring to 

minors in my thesis. These terms imply that the girls have agency in their trafficking situations. 

Instead, I will use ―commercially sexually exploited‖ or ―trafficked‖ to underscore that the youth 

have been victimized. Both terms refer to minors who have engaged in sexual acts in exchange 

for a monetary or economic return and will be used interchangeably throughout this thesis. The 

term ―prostitute‖ or phrase ―juvenile prostitution‖ reinforce the criminalizing idea that girls are 

choosing to be involved in prostitution, and in turn, complicit in their own abuse.  
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I also do not want to use the word ―victim‖ as a blanket term for everyone who has been 

exploited.  I will use the word ―survivor‖ when referring to a girl who has successfully left the 

life. I am fearful of language that undermines the role that girls have played in their own 

recovery. The term ―rescue‖ for example is often tied to patronizing material that reinforces a 

disempowering model. I believe it is important to acknowledge their strength and resiliency. 
40

 

XI. Thesis Structure 

 Chapter Two will outline both the risk factors that make youth susceptible to trafficking 

and the recruitment process used by traffickers. Chapter Three provides a detailed look at how 

trafficked youth are treated under federal and state laws. I will also discuss the response of law 

enforcement and the services available to trafficked youth while incarcerated. Chapter Four will 

present a case study of San Francisco’s Stand Against Global Exploitation Project, Inc. (SAGE), 

which will help illuminate the realities of organizations working in this field and show the types 

of services being offered to survivors. In Chapter Five, I will present my personal experience 

with leading arts-workshops at the Youth Guidance Center, a juvenile corrections facility to 

illustrate the way the arts’ can be used as a means to create dialogue and empowerment. Finally, 

Chapter Six will provide concluding remarks about the legal and juvenile justice system, SAGE, 

and the services needed by children who have suffered   commercial sexual exploitation.  
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CHAPTER TWO: 

PATHWAYS AND RECRUITMENT 

 
“My pimp knocked me out with a baseball bat. I woke up and he was sewing my head up. He 

wouldn‟t even take me to the hospital. How could I get away? He‟d kill me first, and besides 

he was all I knew. I had been with him since I was 12.”  

Vanessa, Domestic Minor Sex Trafficking Survivor 41 

 

1. Introduction 

This chapter will take a close look at how girls become trapped in the lurid world of sex 

trafficking. This chapter will examine the risk factors for sex trafficking and how these factors 

are reflected in the accounts of exploited girls. With a comprehensive understanding of the 

histories of these girls, we will be in a better position to recognize the consequences of their 

treatment by the juvenile justice system. It will give context to the kind of services that were 

outlined in Chapter I as well as those that will be examined in Chapter IV.  This chapter will then 

investigate the processes used by traffickers to lure, coerce and force girls into prostitution.  

II. How Do Girls Become Involved?  

  Two major factors link girls’ involvement in prostitution: homelessness and 

negative childhood experiences.  Both factors increase the vulnerability to victimization and 

risky behavior. Negative childhood experiences might include one or more of the following: 

 Sexual, physical, or verbal abuse 

 Parental neglect  

 Unstable family structures 

 Family history of prostitution 

 Family drug and/or alcohol dependency   

 Poverty 
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One or more of these risk factors are consistently found in the lives of exploited girls, leading 

them into destructive situations. Invariably, an absence of support at home leaves the girls with 

no firm foundation in their early years. Feelings of disappointment with neglectful parents and 

desires to gain parental approval intensify a youth’s need for validation. Unsatisfactory living 

conditions lead them to believe that living on the streets would be a better option.  

a. Homelessness 

 Young girls may become homeless by running away on their own accord or by being 

thrown out by parents or guardians. Homelessness is consistently cited as one of the strongest 

causes for commercial sexual exploitation of adolescents because they lack viable employment 

opportunities, available social services, and stable support networks.
42

 In the 1998 study 

―Antecedents to Prostitution: Childhood Victimization,‖ conducted by Susan Nadon, 87% of 

prostituted youth  reported having run away as compared with 61% of non-prostituted youth.
43

 

This study of 82 female adolescents over a 16-month period provided an important comparison 

between prostituted and non-prostituted youth.  The control group of non-prostituted youth came 

from similar family socio-economic status, race, and age, enabling Nadon to examine why some 

youth become involved in prostitution.
44

 Sergeant Byron Fassett of the Dallas Police 

Department, who works with the city’s juvenile exploitation cases,  reported that  80% of the 

exploited youth he encountered had run away from home four or more times a year.
45

 

Homelessness was cited as a key factor in a 2002 report on adolescents involved in 

prostitution, published by leading academics at Michigan State University and the University of 
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Pennsylvania.  Richard Estes’ wide-ranging study was remarkable in its scope, tracing 

commercial sexual exploitation throughout the United States, Mexico, and Canada. It assessed 

existing information, conducted focus groups, and interviewed nearly 1,000 people, including 

sexually exploited street children, law enforcement officials, non-governmental organizations, 

adult customers, and adult traffickers. The report found that 60% of all children who were at risk 

of commercial sexual exploitation fall within the ―runaway‖ and ―throw-away‖ categories.
46

 The 

report showed these categories force children to resort to prostitution as a survival mechanism, or 

as most literature refers to it, ―survival sex.‖  The children are forced to assume adult roles, 

searching for food, shelter, and clothing. ―There are very few legitimate ways that runaways can 

support themselves,‖ wrote Susan Peterson in the report.
47

 Without a permanent address and 

contact information, homeless youth have difficulty finding employment. Estes found a severe 

lack of services available to homeless teens. He also saw an absence of strong coordination 

among social groups working to assist homeless youth.
48

 The lack in support services 

compounded the problem, leading many youngsters to turn to prostitution for survival. Only one 

in twelve came in contact with the shelter system, highlighting the breakdown in services 

available to homeless youth. Because of this giant void, youth are forced to rely on the street 

community, where few positive role models exist and where practices like prostitution are 

normalized.  

This discussion about children needing to engage in ―survival sex‖ marked a striking 

change in the discourse on adolescent involvement in prostitution. It indicated that there are 

limited choices available to these children. It rejected the delinquency label that criminalized 
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prostituted youth for decades. They were no longer ―bad kids‖ but instead youth who were acting 

within a severely restricted framework. They were not prostitutes, but sexually exploited youth. 

This distinction was pertinent in demonstrating that the children do not have full agency in their 

exploitation.   

While homelessness makes children resort to extreme survival methods, prior events need 

to be examined. The factors that propel children into homelessness play an important role in 

increasing their vulnerability on the street. Furthermore, not all homeless children resort to 

prostitution, which prompts the question, ―What leads some to enter prostitution and not others?‖ 

While the literature about homelessness illustrates the difficulties that force children into 

prostitution, it does not take into account the prior experiences and personality traits that cause 

some children to be more vulnerable to exploitation, and consequently, prostitution.  

b. Negative Childhood Experience 

Research indicates that commercially sexually exploited girls come from homes marred 

by abuse, parental neglect, poor familial relationships, and unstable family structure.  Many 

scholars believe that the psychological impact of abusive childhoods hinders the ability of girls 

to make sound judgments and leads them to seek acceptance through dysfunctional relationships. 

For example, girls might search for the emotional attachments that they did not have at home, 

becoming susceptible to the manipulation of pimps. Additionally, difficult childhoods increase 

the odds of running away, which in turn increases the chances of prostitution. 

 Studies consistently underscore the high rates of early sexual abuse among trafficking 

victims. One early study was conducted by the Huckleberry House Project, a shelter for 

runaways, in San Francisco. The study found that more than 90% of the girls involved in 
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prostitution had been sexually abused.
49

   Since most service providers receive client referrals 

from law enforcement, it is helpful to look at histories of abuse among the female population in 

juvenile corrections facilities. In one California juvenile facility, 81% of girls reported having a 

history of physical abuse and 56% reported having a history of sexual abuse.
50

 

Children who are abused can have difficulty judging who is trustworthy. Theresa E. 

Senn, of the Center for Health and Behavior at Syracuse University, found that they might 

experience feelings of powerlessness, causing them to engage in risky sexual behavior and 

submit to exploitive adults.
51

 Karen Walker writes in ―Exploitation of Children and Young 

People Through Prostitution‖ that a girl reclaims personal power by having clients. They can at 

least make the ―choice to sell the only commodity they feel they have left‖ -- themselves.
52 

 Senn 

also notes the feelings of stigmatization that result from being a victim of sexual abuse. This 

stigmatization can be isolating.
53 

 Ultimately, a girl may feel acceptance only within the 

prostitution community.  Each of these emotional insecurities helps to explain how and why 

young women are coerced into harmful relationships with pimps.  

Chaotic households and absent parents are two themes that run through interviews 

conducted by Linda Williams with commercially sexually exploited girls in Washington, D.C., 

Boston, and New York. In her study, ―Pathways Into and Out of Commercial Sexual 

Victimization of Children,‖ she reports that the teens spoke about painful childhoods with 

parents who were ―barely there‖ or addicted to drugs. They described physical and sexual abuse, 
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being forced to move frequently, and exposure to constant conflict in their homes. 
54

 Feelings of 

disappointment with neglectful parents and desires to gain parental approval intensify a youth’s 

need for validation. Unsatisfactory living conditions lead them to believe that living on the 

streets would be a better option. In Jody Raphael’s study of 222 women involved in prostitution 

in Chicago, 83% grew up in households where one or more people were abusing drugs. More 

than half had run away from home at least once, and one-third came from households with a 

family member who was involved in prostitution.
55

  A majority told interviewers that someone 

had suggested to them that they trade sex for money while a minor. Because the study 

interviewed adult women, it provides an important comparison of the experiences of women who 

entered as minors and those who entered as adults. Of those who entered prostitution between the 

ages of 12 and 15 years, more than 72% had run away from home. Only 23% of the women who 

entered as adults had run away from home.
56

  

It is important to note the difference in treatment of chronic runaways compared to that of 

girls who run away for the first time. Girls who have a history of running away and come from 

homes in which this sort of behavior is normalized, will not elicit the same kind of response from 

their families or police. Rather than filing a missing person report, the police might say they will 

check back with the family in a few days before taking action. Or the family might decide to wait 

and see if their daughter returns.
57

 Unfortunately, the first hours during which a minor goes 

missing are critical. As the National Incidence Studies of Missing, Abducted, Runaway, and 
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Throwaway Children has reported, 48 hours of wait time can be the difference between finding 

the child and losing her to traffickers.
58

   

Domestic violence is another common and overwhelming factor in the homes of 

exploited youth. In the Raphael’s study of women involved in prostitution in Chicago, more than 

60% had witnessed domestic violence while growing up. Similarly, many of Linda Williams’ 

interviewees said they ran away because of domestic violence they witnessed. One 18-year-old 

named Celia said she grew up watching her mom being beaten and decided that she would rather 

run away than continue to watch the violence.
59

 Celia fled and sought the affection she never 

received at home, ultimately finding it from a pimp.
60

   

Claudine O’Leary, sex trafficking survivor and founder of Rethink Resources in 

Wisconsin, also grew up seeing her mother abused by her father. O’Leary said she wanted the 

control her mother always lacked and turned to prostitution, which seemed to be a way to have 

power in a sexual relationship.
61 

Similarly, another adolescent, Olivia, who fled her parents’ 

violent Chicago-home and her uncle’s assaults, found that prostitution gave her ―self esteem and 

this false sense of power over men.‖ 
62

 Olivia watched her father’s drunken rages against her 

mother, and at the age of eight, started to use alcohol to distract herself from the violence. The 

alcohol helped her drown out the sounds of her mother being punched, thrown against the wall 

and pulled by her hair. When Olivia was twelve, her uncle started to place her hands on his 

genitals and afterward, would give her $20.
63

 This was only part of the normalized 

commoditization of women’s bodies in her life. Olivia saw a cavalcade of men visiting her mom 
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when she was young and only realized years later that her mother had been involved in 

prostitution. She also learned that her father acted as a pimp, not just for her mother but for eight 

other women, several of whom lived in Olivia’s home when she was young.  Olivia believes that 

the ever-presence of prostitution in her home legitimized the lifestyle.
64  

 

 From working with exploited youth in Wisconsin for nearly 20 years, Claudine O’Leary 

has seen how generational exploitation can influence youth. ―They may have seen their mothers 

trade sex for the rent money,‖ she told author Jody Raphael. Without any other female role 

models or any concept of a normal home life, Claudine says that these girls begin to think, ―This 

is what women do.‖
65 

  

  Besides being let down by family members, sex trafficked youth are often failed by the 

social welfare system. They are in and out of the foster care system for years. MISSSEY founder 

Nola Brantley estimates that 90% of the youth her organization works with in Oakland are a 

byproduct of the foster care or probation systems.
66

  

Academic literature on the root causes of prostitution remains limited and it is difficult to 

gauge the conclusiveness of data on childhood experiences. Any research that involves 

psychological trauma runs the risk of under-reporting or over-reporting cases. Research results 

are dependent on what the girls understand and identify as having affected them.  It is likely that 

some participants will choose not to disclose that they were abused. It is also feasible that the 

girls may not have perceived their childhood experiences as abuse.  

 Past studies had difficulties deciphering clear causal paths leading to adolescent 

prostitution. There is insufficient data regarding comparisons between prostituted youth and non-
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prostituted groups, making it hard to determine what makes these girls unique from others their 

age. Longitudinal studies of both groups would enable us to analyze the differences in the life 

paths of girls who become prostitutes and those who do not, helping us identify causal linkages. 

Once we have a stronger understanding of the causes of child commercial sexual exploitation, 

we will be better equipped to identify at-risk youth, stopping the cycle of prostitution before it 

starts. Understanding these causes will also ensure that the services provided will directly 

address why the girls became involved in prostitution in the first place, preventing them from 

becoming re-victimized after they complete social intervention programs.   

III. Recruitment 

The U.S. Department of Justice has found that those trafficking minors for sexual 

purposes work on different geographic levels. At least 50% work on a local level only, and 25% 

are connected to citywide circuits. An additional 15% of pimps are connected to organized 

regional and national crime networks, and 10% are connected to international networks.
67

 There 

are three major circuits:  the Southwest (Los Angeles, Las Vegas, Reno), the Pacific Northwest 

(Hawaii to California) and the Northeastern (New York and New England to Florida). 
68

 On 

average, a pimp will have one to three girls working for him, part of his ―stable.‖
69

  The average 

age of entry into prostitution is 12-14 years old.
70

  In recent years, pimps have started to brand 

their girls with tattoos showing their street names, a permanent sign of ownership.
71

 

Traffickers are well-versed in manipulation, targeting vulnerable, gullible girls from 

unstable homes. Traffickers take advantage of a girl’s weaknesses, preying on her low self-
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esteem, homelessness or desperation.  They choose their girls carefully and deliberately, trolling 

social networking websites, streets, bus stations, group homes, clubs, malls, and parties. They 

even use girls to recruit other girls at schools and after-school programs. Traffickers are adept at 

spotting the least confident in a group or the one who has just left home.
72

   According to the My 

Life My Choice Project in Boston, traffickers typically use one or more of the following tactics 

to bring a girl into his stable: force, coercion, befriending, and seduction.
73

 Pimps can be 

classified into three categories: the boyfriend pimp, the business man, and the guerilla pimp.  

a. Boyfriend Pimp 

The boyfriend pimp is the most common and uses intense manipulation to build a 

romantic relationship with a girl, gaining her trust and promising her love and a better life. The 

boyfriend pimp may target a girl at a party, introduce himself, charm her and slowly begin taking 

her on dates. He will invest time and money into ―grooming the girl,‖ meaning he will shower 

her with gifts and attention to convince her of his love and maximize her devotion to him. He 

will gradually isolate her from her friends and family until she becomes completely dependent on 

him.  He will also give her drugs or alcohol to make her addicted and to gain complete physical 

and psychological control. Within the year, he will ―turn her out,‖ making her work for him.
74

    

He might say, ―We’re low on the rent, can you do this for me just one time.‖
75

   Lisa Goldblatt- 

Grace, director of My Life My Choice, describes the pimp’s strategy as a process of ―violence, 

degradation, and brainwashing.‖
76

 Goldblatt-Grace compares this to domestic violence, in that 
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the victim fears her abuser but is also willing to do anything for him.
77

  Harvey Washington, a 

pimp convicted of exploiting a teenage girl and two adult women in Arizona, told The New York 

Times, ―With the young girls, you promise them heaven, they’ll follow you to hell.‖ He added, 

―It all depends on her being so love-drunk off of me that she will do anything for me.‖ 
78

 

For girls who grew up never feeling valued, having someone say they love them is an 

exhilarating and overwhelming experience. Moreover, for a girl who never had a father in her 

life, this may be the first person to fill the male caretaker role. The pimp simultaneously act as a 

lover, confidant, and father.‖
79

  The pimp establishes a family system, creating a false support 

network for the girls. Often the girls are referred to as ―wifey‖ and they call the other girls 

working under the same pimp ―wife-in-law.‖
80

 The pimp is frequently called ―daddy,‖ further 

making his relationship to her complicated.
81

 With the boyfriend pimp, the tactics of befriending, 

seduction, and force are all at work. It is important to recognize the boyfriend pimp’s 

manipulation powers in order to understand why a victimized girl will not try to escape and will 

not betray him if she is picked up by police. Suffering from Stockholm Syndrome, the girl has 

formed trauma bonds with her trafficker, feeling an unhealthy and irrational attachment to the 

perpetrator. Stockholm Syndrome occurs when there is a perceived physical threat but also an 

expression of kindness from the trafficker. Any intermittent acts of kindness carry greater 

weight.  
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b. The Business Man Pimp  

The business man pimp approaches a girl using an economic angle, claiming to have the 

ability to help her make a lot of money quickly. He may tell her he can get her a job or launch 

her modeling career, giving her vague details and asking her to meet him at a party.  Wayne 

Banks, a former pimp, would use this simple logic on girls: ―Why give sex away for free when 

you could sell it.‖
82

   

b. The Guerilla Pimp 

 The guerilla pimp is the least common of the three, but often the most violent. He uses 

brute force to acquire girls. Guerilla pimps are known for kidnapping girls off the street, forcing 

them into a van and driving away.
83

 This pimp will continue to use force as well as threats and 

intimidation to keep a girl under his control. He will threaten to kill her family if she attempts to 

run away, as well as physically abuse her if she does not meet her daily quota. One schoolgirl in 

Brooklyn was told to make $1,000 a night by her pimp or she would be beaten. ―He forced the 

17-year-old to watch as he tortured animals, burning them, electrocuting them, and strangling 

them, and he explained that if she didn't comply with his rules he would do the same to her,‖ said 

Charles Hynes, the Kings County District Attorney in New York.
84

 

  The three pimp categories are not mutually exclusive and pimps will move between them, 

assuming whatever role will help them turn the most profit. Pimps will also transport girls 
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frequently to other states for work and to avoid the police. Some girls will even have two or three 

pimps in a year.
85

   

Pimps impose constant physical and emotional trauma on girls to keep them from fleeing.   

Gang rape, physical assault, starvation, isolation from family and friends, and psychological 

manipulation are all used by pimps to break down a girl’s resistance to prostitution. One girl, 

recruited from a junior high school in New York, was threatened with beatings if she ever looked 

another pimp in the eye, if she didn’t receive money before sex or if she ever sat down on the 

curb to rest.
86

  ―By then, he’s already beat her and she’s just grateful that he didn’t kill her,‖ said 

Anthony Communiello, a New York district attorney. 
87

 When under a pimp, a girl usually has a 

―quota‖ that she must meet. For example, she might be required to make $1,500 a night or face a 

gruesome beating if she fails to meet this quota. The National Report of DMST found that girls 

have an average of ten to fifteen buyers a night.
88

 Even if a girl has five buyers a night and works 

five nights a week, she would still be raped 25 times a week.  

Conclusion 

Through this chapter, the trajectory of a sex trafficked girl becomes clearer. Their 

personal stories illuminate the connections of difficult childhoods, heightened susceptibility and 

exploitation. Girls who grow up witnessing or experiencing abuse at home are traumatized and 

more likely to run away. Girls who run away are emotionally, financially, and physically 

vulnerable and become easy prey for traffickers, who feed on weakness. Traffickers are master 

manipulators and forge trauma bonds with teenage girls that are incredibly hard to break, and 
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equally hard to fathom. Understanding a trafficker’s recruitment process is critical for law 

enforcement and service providers. If police officers, judges and service providers understand a 

traffickers’ love-hate hold on girls, they will be better prepared for the resistance they often 

encounter from victims. They will know that a girl will protect her pimp not because she ―wants‖ 

to be prostituted, but because she has been psychologically trapped and physically abused. With 

this information, they can work to get an exploited girl off the streets and into a program that can 

address the trauma that has trailed her since childhood. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 

SEX TRAFFICKED YOUTH AND THE LAW 

 

“I always felt like a criminal. I never felt like a victim at all. Victims don‟t do time in jail, 

they work on the healing process.” 

      Tonya, Domestic Minor Sex Trafficking Survivor 89 

 

 

I.  Introduction 

 

The previous chapter illustrated how a girl becomes sex trafficked. Chapter Three will 

now analyze how trafficked youth are treated by the legal system. It will trace the evolution of 

trafficking laws on federal and state levels as well as the impact of these legal changes. It will 

also look at the laws’ reception among activists and those working directly with trafficked youth. 

This chapter will then investigate what happens when a girl is arrested and how she is treated 

within the juvenile justice system. Through reviewing interviews with law enforcement officials 

and service providers, the strengths, weaknesses and gaps in the current system will be 

examined.   

 

II. Federal Legislation  

It was not until 2000 that the federal government enacted legislation that directly 

addressed sex trafficking. Before then prosecutors of sex trafficking had to rely mostly on the 

Mann Act of 1910, the only federal law to address trafficking women and girls for sexual 

purposes. The Mann Act, also known as the ―White Slavery Act,‖ aimed to ―further regulate 

interstate commerce and foreign commerce by prohibiting the transportation therein for immoral 

purposes of women and girls.‖
90

 It prohibited ―prostitution, debauchery and other immoral acts.‖ 
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Unfortunately, the very nature of the Mann Act’s name created racial dynamics that have 

continued to impact the U.S. response to domestic trafficking victims.  The phrase ―white 

slavery‖ implies that there is something inherently worse about the enslavement of white 

women.
91

   

Besides using the Mann Act, prosecutors also relied on legislation that dealt with child 

sexual abuse, runaways, and missing children. In the 1970s and early 1980s, there was a 

movement to fight child abuse, and this spurred new legal benefits for sex trafficked youth. Four 

key laws were enacted: the Protection of Children Against Sexual Exploitation Act, the Child 

Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act, the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act, and the Missing 

Children Act.
92

 The Protection of Children Against Sexual Exploitation Act was enacted in 1977 

and while it focused on child pornography, it also made revisions to the Mann Act. It expanded 

the Mann Act to include male youth, and it clarified that interstate transportation of minors was 

prohibited for the purpose of prostitution solely. The revisions also deleted the requirement that 

minors had to be transported in a ―common carrier.‖ The mode of transportation no longer 

mattered.
93

 The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act (The Child Abuse Act) of 1974 

required that states follow procedures for reporting abuse and made them adhere to an expanded 

definition, which included sexual abuse, in order to receive funding. 

The Runaway and Homeless Youth Act was part of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 

Prevention Act of 1974 and authorized assistance to local organizations to provide shelter to 

runaway and throwaway youth. This law is relevant considering the significant overlap in the 

runaway and throw-away populations. As indicated in Chapter Two, homeless youth are at high 
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risk for becoming trafficked. Increased housing opportunities may prevent a minor from 

resorting to survival sex for shelter. Better housing offers trafficked youth a chance to gain 

access to medical and psychological services and helps them connect with community workers.
94

   

Human trafficking garnered even greater attention in the 1990s, and in 2000 President 

Clinton signed into law the landmark Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA), the country’s 

first comprehensive legislation on trafficking. The law made trafficking a federal crime, defining 

severe trafficking as: 

(A) Sex trafficking in which a commercial sex act is induced by force, fraud, or coercion, 

or in which the person induced to perform such act has not attained 18 years of age; or 

(B) The recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person for 

labor or services, through the use of force, fraud, or coercion for the purpose of 

subjection to involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or slavery.
95

  

 

The law now said that a prosecutor did not need to prove that force, fraud, or coercion was used 

by a trafficker in domestic minor sex trafficking cases. If the victim is under 18 years old, they 

are considered trafficked. The TVPA also states that youth do not have to be moved across state 

lines to be considered trafficked.  Figure 3.1 illustrates how the means of trafficking became 

irrelevant if the victim is under 18.  
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Figure 3.1 What is Domestic Minor Sex Trafficking (DMST)?
96

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

With the Trafficking Victims Protection Act, $95 million was allocated to the creation of 

services and programs for trafficking survivors. For the first time, survivors were eligible to 

receive assistance and benefits from the federal government.  

While a major victory for the anti-trafficking movement, the TVPA was initially 

predominantly immigrant-centered. Justice Department officials said TVPA’s main purpose was 

to assist foreign victims with immigration relief and provide them with services.
97

 Researcher 

Sara Friedman pointed out in her report for ECPAT-USA, or End Child Prostitution, Child 

Pornography, and Trafficking of Children for Sexual Purposes, that American trafficking victims 

were not even mentioned by President George W. Bush or U.S. Attorney General John Ashcroft 

at the National Conference on Domestic Trafficking and Prostitution in 2003.
98

 

The TVPA was reauthorized in 2003, directing more than $200 million to the expansion 

of services and programming.  The Trafficking Victims Reauthorized Protection Act (TVPRA) 

increased the penalties faced by prosecution of traffickers. It also emphasized the need for 

cooperation among countries as well as greater support for families of survivors.  It was not until 
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the TVRPA was reauthorized in 2005 that the trafficking of U.S. citizens within this country was 

clearly recognized as a domestic issue. The Act, which provided more than $300 million, called 

for the establishment of new programs that would serve American victims. It required that the 

Attorney General conduct an investigative report of the prevalence of sex trafficking in the 

United States and mandated the creation of a pilot residential treatment center for children. 

Additionally, the Act created a grant program to fund anti-sex trafficking initiatives at state and 

local levels.  

In 2008, sex trafficking laws were strengthened again. The William Wilberforce 

Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act expanded penalties for traffickers. In 

addition, prosecutors no longer needed to prove that a trafficker knew the victim was a minor.  

The FBI has been in the forefront of the government’s battle against domestic child sex 

trafficking. In 2003, the FBI partnered with the Justice Department to create the Innocence Lost 

National Initiative. The initiative has since established 39 task forces, rescued more than 1,200 

children and convicted over 600 traffickers.
99

   

III. State Legislation 

Washington was the first state to criminalize trafficking in 2003 and since then 42 

additional states have passed similar laws. Only seven states have not criminalized trafficking. 

While most states have penalties for trafficking, the laws vary widely in strength and scope.
100

 

Some states, such as New York, have a minimum 15-year sentence while states like California 

have a maximum sentence of eight years.
101

  Only 11 states require law enforcement officials to 

be trained on human trafficking issues. Laws against trafficking are less effective if officials 
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have not been educated on how to identify victims and their traffickers, or if they do not have the 

training on appropriate follow-up steps. Statistics from a California report on the training of law 

enforcement indicated a significant discrepancy between how trained and untrained police 

viewed the issue of human trafficking. Of those who had not received training about the issue, 

only 39% thought it was a problem in the state. Conversely, of those who had received training, 

86% thought it was a problem in the state. Additionally, trained officers were unanimous in 

believing trafficking would be a future problem for local police; only 53% of untrained officers 

felt that way.
102

 This demonstrates the impact training can have on perceptions of the magnitude 

of the issue.  

Fewer than half the states have statues that specify that force, coercion, or fraud do not 

need to be proved in order to prosecute a sex trafficker. This means that the prosecution of a 

trafficker will hinge on the cooperation of the victim, someone who is likely to be distressed and 

unwilling to testify against her pimp. Although the TVPA says that anyone under 18 who is 

involved in a commercial sex act is a victim, states still follow their own laws treating 

prostitution as a crime regardless of the age of the person involved.
103

 

A handful of states have begun to shift their treatment of trafficked girls from criminals 

to victims through the passage of Safe Harbor Acts. Safe Harbor Acts end the criminalization of 

trafficked youth, requiring that youth who are arrested for prostitution be treated as victims and 

be connected to comprehensive services. Only New York, Washington, Connecticut, and Illinois 

have passed Safe Harbor Acts. New York was the first to enact this law in 2008. The New York 

Safe Harbor Act allocates funds toward social services, short term and long-term shelters and 

law enforcement training, and gives police the option to bring minors to short-term shelters 
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rather than detention centers.  The youth are now classified as "persons in need of supervision,‖ 

or PINS, instead of delinquents.  

 This legislative victory for anti-trafficking activists was the result of a four-year battle 

led by the Girls Educational and Mentoring Services (GEMS) in New York in response to one 

startling case. In 2004,  a 12-year old girl, Nicolette, was arrested for prostitution and declared 

delinquent in the Bronx Family Court after offering to perform oral sex on an undercover police 

officer for $40. When her attorney appealed the case, the court’s judge stated, ―She's got to learn 

a new philosophy of life; to get proper moral principles, perhaps even religious principles.‖
104

 

The years of sexual and physical abuse Nicolette had suffered as a child, along with the fact that 

as a 12-year-old she was not legally capable of consenting to sex, were ignored. Ultimately, 

Nicolette was transferred to a residential facility, but the message that girls are complicit in their 

own exploitation was made clear. The prosecutor’s attitude seemed archaic and yet a strikingly 

similar case occurred in Texas in 2010.  A 13-year old girl was charged with prostitution after 

offering oral sex to an undercover police officer. The girl had a history a physical and sexual 

abuse and was living with her 32-year-old pimp.
105

  

In August 2010, GEMS received its first client who benefited from the New York Safe 

Harbor Act. Under the act, Lena Brown was exonerated of the criminal charges and detention 

she faced after her arrest for prostitution.
106

 While Brown’s case demonstrates the impact the Act 

is beginning to have on how girls are treated in the justice system, the promised funding has yet 

to be allocated. Katherine Mullen, a Legal Aid Attorney, said in April 2010 that funding had yet 

to be appropriated toward the mandated law enforcement training and that only $3 million of the 
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projected $10 million needed to implement the Act had been set aside in the state budget.
107

 In an 

interview in February of 2011, sociologist Carrie Baker said she had still not heard of any 

funding being allocated.  Baker said that without funding for specialized services, like law 

enforcement training on commercial sexual exploitation, girls who are picked up by police are 

funneled into general social services programs.
108

 The lack of training of police officers on 

trafficking was highlighted in the ―Ask a Cop‖ campaign, started by Sonia Ossorio of the 

National Organization of Women-New York City. The campaign had volunteers ask officers in 

their neighborhoods about the New York Safe Harbor Act. Most officers could not describe it.
109

  

While each new Safe Harbor law is hailed as a victory, not everyone working in the field 

is convinced that these new laws are enough.  Baker said that the legislation ―feels too after the 

fact‖ and does not address the root causes of the problem -- poverty.  Baker points to the rising 

rates of child poverty, currently at 19% nationally, and the lack of a support network for these 

children.
110

   She believes that child sexual exploitation will not be curtailed significantly until 

the nation deals with broader structural issues, like sexual abuse, racism, and a failing welfare 

system.  

Similar beliefs were expressed at Motivating, Inspiring, Supporting, and Serving 

Sexually Exploited Youth (MISSSEY), an organization that works with commercially sexually 

exploited youth in Oakland. One case manager said the issue of trafficking is a product of 

poverty. She said all her clients are living below the poverty line, some   in extreme poverty. 

They are teens whose parents are dealing with their own hardships. They do not have the 

resources to provide the nourishment that their children need. In an interview, the MISSSEY 
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case manager said, ―If you’re being nurtured, if someone is paying attention, the likelihood that 

you’re going to be exploited lessens.‖
111

 Moreover, she emphasized the importance of stable 

housing, explaining that if a teen is living in a shelter and has no clean clothing, how can she be 

expected stay in school? To her, the legal changes and services provided can only mean so much 

if the girl has to go home to a toxic home environment. 
112

 

IV. What Happens When a Girl Is Arrested? 

Although trafficking has become a greater concern on the federal and state levels, the 

changes on the ground level remain scattered and inconsistent. During separate training events 

for community service providers, staff members at My Life My Choice in Boston and the SAGE 

Project in San Francisco, spoke about working closely with one or two FBI agents who had 

prioritized anti-trafficking work. However, a handful of FBI agents are overmatched in their 

efforts to carry out the anti-trafficking efforts of entire cities like Boston and San Francisco 

where thousands of youth are believed to be on the streets nightly.   

Only four states have enacted Safe Harbor laws and these laws have been slow to create 

change. This means that the vast majority of states continue to criminalize exploited youth. 

Knowledge among law enforcement of sex trafficking and how to deal with trafficked youth 

remains inconsistent. Their actions often amount to two choices: Make an arrest or let them go 

because it is simply easier. One underage girl recalled a police officer coming over to the car she 

was in with a john. The officer told the john that he had seen him with girls before and it was 

time for him to stop.
113

  The john was not charged and the girl was left to continue to be 

exploited.
114

 In a 2004 monthly briefing, the Office of Juvenile Justice reported that because 
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some police officers were inexperienced with commercially sexually exploited youth, they were 

unsure if the minors should be considered offenders or victims. As a result, the officers either do 

not document prostitution incidents or they charged the girls with entirely different offenses. 
115

 

Underage minors often circumvent the juvenile justice process entirely, passing as adults 

and going through the adult system where the penalties for prostitution are less punitive. The 

girls have been coached by their pimps on what to tell the police.
116

 The girls have fake IDs 

showing they are 18; rarely will anyone check if the age is accurate. If charged as an adult, the 

girl will spend at most a night in jail. When brought into adult court, even if a police officer 

suspects a girl is underage, there is little incentive to do background checks on someone facing 

misdemeanor charges.
117

  

Stories of law enforcement’s misconduct exacerbate youth’s already existing fear of 

authority. During Youth Radio’s investigation of trafficking in Oakland for National Public 

Radio, one girl recalled that she had exchanged sex to escape arrest from a police officer. She 

told Youth Radio, ―If a police gonna negotiate with me, if I could trade him sex for my freedom, 

then I’m going to go do that.‖
118

 Another girl told an interviewer from the University of 

Massachusetts at Lowell that an officer asked her for the money she made from the john and in 

turn, let her go.
119

 When documentary filmmaker Libby Spears was filming a trafficking victim 

on her way to her trial, Spears had to stop the camera when the girl immediately walked out of 

the court room, saying that she was going to lose because one of the judges was a former john. 

Additionally, a police officer who talks about prostitution in Portland, Oregon, in Spears’ 
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documentary ―Playground‖ was later kicked off the force after he was found frequenting clubs in 

the red light district.
120

 These are isolated incidents that do not represent typical practice among 

law enforcement. There have been many accounts of police officers going out of their way to 

help victims. However, stories of misconduct have a resounding effect on minors and they 

influence teens’ willingness to trust law enforcement. Police are the first point of contact these 

girls have with the criminal justice system. This interaction will affect the girl’s perception of 

whether or not the police are her ally, which will in turn influence her readiness to cooperate.
121

 

Lisa Goldblatt-Grace of My Life My Choice spoke about how the girl’s impression of the police, 

in addition to her well-being, would be significantly improved if the police took her immediate 

basic needs into consideration. For example, it is likely that the girl is severely dehydrated and 

undernourished. If the police first took the girl to the station and provided her with water, this 

would send a much less criminalizing message.
122

  

In states like California, human trafficking statutes still requires proof of force, fraud or 

coercion to prove that a minor had been trafficked. As a result,  domestic minor sex trafficking 

cases are some of the most challenging for prosecutors because the girls are still emotionally 

attached or  trauma-bonded  to their pimps and do not identify themselves as victims. According 

to Assistant U.S. Attorney Sharon Marcus-Kurn, girls will claim they are not a victim and do not 

want help; they will give false information about their age, hometown, and relationship with their 

pimps.
123

   They also will not testify against their traffickers. Although they are abusive, the 
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traffickers are often the only people who make them feel loved.
124

   Hector Sanchez, a Los 

Angeles detective, said, ―When girls get exploited like this, they have a lot of things to worry 

about, so when they see the police a lot of times, even though we are there to rescue them, they 

are trained to dislike us by their pimp.‖
125

 In other cases, survivors are afraid to speak against 

their pimps, out of fear of repercussions. It is important to consider how these girls are being 

asked to show up in court and speak against the men who emotionally and physically abused 

them and caused them to be raped by multiple men every day.  Jim Saleda of the Oakland Police 

Department's Child Exploitation and Vice Unit has found that girls fear the violence that might 

result if they turn on their pimps.
126

 Prosecutors do not take into consideration that while their 

testimony may help the case, the girls are the ones who experience the consequences outside on 

the streets.  One case manager from MISSSEY is wary of the benefits of having a girl testify 

against her trafficker. She pointed to society’s belief that ―the truth will set you free‖ and how 

this idea misses the reality that these girls do not feel free when they are ostracized in a detention 

facility or are branded a ―snitch‖ in the community.  She added that testifying requires a girl to 

relive the experience and face her pimp.  It is difficult to convince a survivor of the benefit of the 

testimony when, from her perspective, it is not necessary since she is no longer being abused by 

her pimp. The MISSSEY case manager asked, ―Is that victim-centered? Who at the end of the 

day are we truly helping?‖
127

  

The reluctance of girls to testify against their pimps is common. In Clark County, 

Nevada, where the arrest and detention rates for girls involved in prostitution are high, Deputy 
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Public Defender Jessica Murphy said that it is difficult to have the girls accept that they are seen 

as victims and have them agree to testify ―when all the while they are reminded every step of the 

way, every moment of the day, that they are delinquents.‖
128

 A trafficking survivor named Tonya 

said, ―I never felt like a victim at all. Victims don’t do time in jail, they work on the healing 

process.‖
129

 

Jennifer Kim, policy advocate from Books Without Bars, notes the paradox in our 

society, where our youth need to be treated as criminals in order to be ultimately treated as 

victims. In communities without adequate shelters and where law enforcement has a limited 

understanding of what victims need, juvenile detention centers are viewed by police as the only 

safe place for victims.  Police have only two options: Bring the girls to a detention facility where 

they will be stigmatized and will receive only general services, or release them and watch them 

be trafficked all over again.
130

   

 Legal Aid Attorney Katherine Mullen, who has worked extensively with trafficking 

survivors, has found that judges share the same sentiment about shelters, figuring that if a girl is 

locked up, she is safe from her pimp. Mullen understands the motivation but indicates that it is 

much more complicated because of the messages it sends the victim. She compares it to a judge 

locking up a domestic violence victim: The victim is safe, but ultimately she will leave and will 

carry the emotional damage from being incarcerated for her victimization.
131

 Taina Bien-Aimé, 

an attorney for Equality Now, furthers Mullen’s argument, telling the New York Law Journal 

that the current approach of criminalizing and incarcerating victims is not cost-effective. It is 

much more expensive to keep a girl in corrections facility as oppose to providing them with the 
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services they need to move forward. Recidivism rates are unlikely to drop unless girls are given 

the tools to avoid dangerous situations and create a stable life for themselves. Bien-Aimé asserts, 

"You save in the long run. Not just financially, but culturally."
132

  

Julia Posadas, a probation officer in San Francisco, also notes that policies and programs 

are geared toward boys, focusing on short-term security instead of providing support. She adds 

that the mental health services are designed to assist those who are in ―severe crisis,‖ showing 

suicide tendencies or violent outbursts. They do not address the trauma of girls who have been 

prostituted and who cope by ―numbing out.‖ Their pain is regarded as ―non-crises.‖
133

  

Sonya, who was trafficked from age 12 to 19 in nine states, was in and out of 14 

treatment and lock up facilities, never receiving the care or intervention she needed. She had 

been arrested countless times and typically passed as 18 years old, enabling her to be let out on 

bail to her pimp. It was not until she was 19 that she was finally connected to an organization 

that specializes in working with sexually exploited youth.  Reflecting on the negative impact of 

incarcerating young people, Sonya said, ―Each time I gave up more hope that I could ever do or 

be anything.‖  

Sonya’s experience of constantly entering and exiting juvenile facilities without her 

exploitation ever being recognized or addressed is not unique. Bradley Myles, deputy director of 

the Polaris Project, an organization that works directly with trafficked youth and does extensive 

policy advocacy, sees the moment a youth is detained as a rare and critical opportunity for 

intervention. Unfortunately, he says, these opportunities instead become ―revolving-door‖ 

situations in which the youth are handled by staff who do not know how to work with them. As a 

result, the adolescents return to the streets.  MISSSEY Director Nola Brantley simplifies the 
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―revolving-door‖ situation into a constant loop of stages: ―Arrest, detention, back on the street, 

repeat.‖
134

 

As Myles noted, the moment a youth is detained is a chance for adults to step in, 

providing what could be life-altering assistance. Because so many adolescents are released in 24 

to 48 hours, the window for intervention is extremely narrow.  Social workers, service providers, 

and investigators have only a brief amount of time to connect with the girl and properly assess if 

she is victim of exploitation.
135

 Not only is it difficult to identify girls who have been detained, 

but it is also alarming to consider that only a fraction of the exploited youth are ever arrested. 

San Francisco Probation Officer Julie Posadas, who has worked with many trafficking victims, 

points out that she sees only the girls who are brought into detention, acknowledging her limited 

reach.
136

   

Cuts in funding have dramatically affected the police’s approach to prostitution. Two 

years ago, for example, Oakland police dedicated their efforts toward arresting pimps and johns. 

They would haul in several pimps a night. Now with a reduced budget, they are more likely to go 

after the easier targets: the girls. Oakland’s Vice Unit Investigator Jim Saleda said, ―If we had 

more resources, we would do more sweeps. We would have decoys. You need decoys to catch 

johns and you need more UCs (undercovers) to catch pimps."
137

 
 
The FBI has prioritized anti-

trafficking initiatives, carrying out sweeps across the country. In November 2010, the FBI 

rescued 69 children across the nation through Operation Cross Country V, part of its national 

Innocence Lost Initiative. Even so, the FBI does not have the financial resources to operate at 

full force.   Sergeant Ernest Britton of the Atlanta Police Department’s Child Exploitation Task 
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Force expressed similar concerns, stating that if he had five more investigators he could begin to 

address the back log of trafficking cases.
138   

The federal government has recognized many of the shortcomings of the national 

response to trafficking. For the first time since the State Department started publishing its annual 

―Trafficking in Persons Evaluation Report,‖ the United States included itself in the 2010 

evaluations. The report recognized the lack of coordination between government services for 

victims as well as the absence of a streamlined process for assisting victims. Victims, the report 

found, were directed to existing general child protection and juvenile justice services, creating an 

inconsistency in the quality of exploitation-specific care received from child to child. Finally, 

while government efforts have been expanded, members of law enforcement continue to be 

untrained or unwilling to implement new victim protection measures.  

V. Conclusion 

  The millennium ushered in the first comprehensive legislation addressing sex trafficking 

in the United States. During the last decade, government officials have increasingly engaged in a 

dialogue around the issue of domestic sex trafficking. Laws protecting youth against trafficking 

have been clarified and expanded. Several states have taken the lead in prioritizing the safety of 

children and have enacted Safe Harbor laws, legally acknowledging the victimization of youth 

involved in prostitution.   

 Although new laws signify a positive step against trafficking, the treatment of youth 

within state legal systems remains inconsistent. State and federal trafficking laws do not always 

match, causing minors to still be penalized despite their protection under the Trafficking Victims 

Reauthorized Protection Act. The FBI has demonstrated its commitment to fighting domestic 
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minor sex trafficking, but its efforts have yet to be matched by all court officials and law 

enforcement.  

A lack of understanding of the trauma histories of prostituted girls in prostitution 

perpetuates a flawed system: Juveniles are arrested and receive harsh sentencing while the johns 

are let free. Girls who do not want to testify against their pimps appear uncooperative and, in 

some states, are disqualified from receiving certain benefits.   

Law enforcement agents are faced with the difficult task of identifying juveniles who 

have been trained by their pimps to evade the system, lie about their ages and deny being under 

pimp-control.  In some cases, law enforcement officials have only a day or two to determine if a 

girl has been trafficked before she is soon released or transferred out of county.  

Pervasive beliefs that these girls ―enjoy‖ their lives in prostitution persist across the 

country. These beliefs, in conjunction with the absence of Safe Harbor laws and adequate 

housing, contribute to the funneling of girls in and out of detention facilities that fail to address 

the trauma they have experienced. Without receiving trauma-specific services that address the 

causes of their exploitation, girls are released and soon after, re-trafficked. This vicious cycle 

will not be broken until there is greater consistency and sensitivity in legal systems on the state 

level. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 

SERVICE PROVIDERS VS. SEX TRAFFICKING 
 

“I created SAGE to…challenge the societal attitudes that foster ignorance and acceptance of 

commercial sexual exploitation and trafficking of women and girls while condemning the 

victims as criminals and “toss-aways.” 

        -Norma Hotaling, Founder of SAGE139 

 

I. Introduction 

 Chapter Three outlined the legal system’s treatment of domestic minor sex trafficking 

and the role of law enforcement. Chapter Four will now examine how local service providers are 

filling the gaps in the battle against domestic sex trafficking. These service providers, alarmed by 

the dearth of adequate support, have launched their own efforts to assist survivors. 

In this chapter, I will explore how society’s civil sector is working to help victims and 

reduce the incidence of domestic minor sex trafficking. I will address the question, ―How are 

non-governmental organizations addressing DMST and what are the challenges?‖ Who are they, 

where are they, and what are they doing? There has been an increase in public awareness about 

trafficking of young girls, but far less attention has been given to the kind of assistance offered to 

these girls.  Using the Stand Against Global Exploitation Project, Inc. (SAGE) as a case study, I 

will examine the role of service providers and the obstacles they confront. To do this, I will use 

my personal experiences and research with SAGE, as well as the ―Final Evaluation Report of the 

SAGE Project’s LifeSkills and Grace Programs,‖ carried out by Marcia Cohen and the 

Development Services Group, Inc from 2005 to 2009.  
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II. A Case Study: The SAGE Project, Inc.  

a. San Francisco 

 San Francisco is major hub for human trafficking.  In 2002, an estimated 3,000 trafficked 

girls were on the streets of San Francisco on any given night.
140

 That number was down to 1,500 

in 2010, but the drop was not so much an indication of less trafficking, but rather the prevalence 

of the internet modernization. Prostitution is still thriving, but much of it has moved online and 

off the streets. Teen homelessness, a key component to trafficking, is still a huge issue in San 

Francisco, with 5,700 youths living on the streets.
 141

 Most trafficking is localized to the city’s 

high-crime neighborhoods, such as the Tenderloin/South of Market, the Mission District, and 

Bayview-Hunters Point. San Francisco also experiences spill-over from nearby Oakland, another 

magnet for trafficking.  

b. History of SAGE 

 SAGE, a non-profit organization in downtown San Francisco, was founded in 1992 by 

Norma Hotaling, a survivor of commercial sexual exploitation. Hotaling’s experiences with child 

sexual abuse, prostitution, homelessness, and drug abuse led her to want to provide women with 

the support network she had been denied her whole life. Hotaling came in contact with numerous 

agencies and adults who could have assisted her. She remarked:  

―I had been going to juvenile halls, jails, psychiatric hospitals, emergency rooms 

and drug treatment programs since I was 12. No one ever asked me about my life, 

about prostitution, being beaten, raped or kidnapped.
142
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Like most women and youth in the sex industry, the realities of Hotaling’s situation were ignored 

by the police and local community. It was easy to write her off as being at fault for her actions. 

Hotaling did not want other women to experience the same feelings of rejection and isolation.  

 What started out as one woman’s attempt to help others exit prostitution quickly grew 

into a thriving organization in San Francisco that now serves domestic and international adult 

female, male, and transgender populations as well as youth populations.  SAGE functions on a 

$1.1 million yearly budget, a small amount considering more than 275 people benefit from its 

services each week. SAGE’s immediate mission is to ―improve the lives of individuals 

victimized by, or at risk for, sexual exploitation, violence and prostitution‖ through a continuum 

of services.
143

 Its long-term mission is to end the supply and demand that fuels the perpetuation 

of commercial sexual exploitation.
144

 In 2006, Hotaling wrote that prostitution arrests and cases 

cost the city more than $4.1 million yearly. San Francisco Sheriff Mark Hennessey has 

acknowledged the cost-benefit and value of SAGE’s work, stating ―We know SAGE saves the 

city millions of dollars, but more importantly, saves lives.‖
145

  

SAGE operates in an unmarked two-story building on Mission Street, not far from one of 

the city’s main prostitution tracks. Most of the adult programming occurs in this building, while 

the youth programs that take place at the Youth Guidance Center, located in a nearby hilltop 

residential area.  However, teens will sometimes visit the building to have individual meetings 

with their case manager and attend special events. Free lunch is provided daily and the clients are 

asked to sign up for different kitchen duties, creating a sense of community within the space.  
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SAGE emphasizes the benefits of a peer-educator model and was originally run by a staff 

completely comprised of survivors of sexual exploitation. That strategy has changed slightly 

over the years as the organization tries to broaden its staff’s range of experiences and academic 

backgrounds. About half of SAGE’s 22 employees last year identified as survivors.  

SAGE operates using a harm-reduction approach, meaning it does not require women to 

leave the sex industry in order to receive services. Instead, the staff works to maximize the health 

and safety of its clients. The staff will tell clients to carry an extra set of clothing with them so 

that they are prepared to leave ―the life‖ and a dangerous situation at any time. Hotaling wrote 

that SAGE aims to ―meet clients where they are, offering education, wellness, empowerment, 

safety, and support.‖
146

 If their clients decide to leave the sex industry, SAGE will be there, 

guiding them though the steps to take when exiting ―the life.‖   

c. Who Are the Youth? 

 Most youth who turn to SAGE are minorities, between the ages of 13-17.
147

 They 

typically come from low-income communities, particularly Bayview-Hunters Point and Outer 

Mission.  A majority of youth participating in SAGE programs have experienced some sort of 

victimization or trauma. They now display symptoms such as flashbacks, poor self esteem and 

depression, trauma-bonding to their pimps, obsessive traits like facial tics, self-mutilation, drug 

use, dissociative disorders, and suicidal thoughts.
148

  

 Echoing most experts on domestic minor sex trafficking, SAGE has identified typical 

risk factors as childhood sexual and physical abuse, neglect poverty, substance abuse, runaways 
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or ―throw-aways,‖ absence of support systems, and poor social and communication skills.
 149

  

About 90% of the girls at SAGE come from difficult family situations.
150

 Each time a girl runs 

away, she exposes herself to being deceived on the streets and being exploited for years.
151

 The 

correlation between homelessness and exploitation affirms Estes’ research, which was 

highlighted in Chapter II. A 2008 study of 149 commercially sexually exploited youth who were 

receiving services in the Bay Area found that 82% had run away from home and 55% had run 

from foster care or group homes.
152

 When a girl flees a negative environment, she knows what 

she wants to leave, but does not consider what she will do once she is out on the streets. 

Traffickers prey on girls in these situations. They linger around bus stops and train stations, 

ready to approach girls who are at their most vulnerable and malleable.  

For many SAGE girls, incarceration is normalized in their families. A parent or sibling is 

often behind bars.
153

 I watched mothers visit their daughters in the girls’ unit and then leave to 

visit their sons in the boys’ unit. SAGE has found that there is often a history of sexual 

exploitation in its clients’ families, meaning that a parent is linked to the commercial sex 

industry. Children are exposed to prostitution early which consequently can, legitimize selling 

sex.  SAGE reports that almost 100% of its clients have histories of abuse and trauma, which 

puts them at risk for further victimization.
154

 Allen Wilson, co-executive director, points out that 

the extent and impact of trauma is often misunderstood and overlooked. Children with symptoms 
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of trauma and mistrust of authority figures are seen as ―bad kids.‖
155

 This misconception colors 

the kind of care the youth will receive in the justice system and by other service providers.  

The SAGE staff stressed that the painful childhood experiences make youth susceptible 

to manipulation. After years of neglect or abuse, a girl could easily become enthralled with 

someone who actually shows interest and affection.  One SAGE staff member said that if a 

young woman is struggling to survive, even if her pimp is violent, he is still providing her with 

food and shelter.  For someone who has never been cared for before, any acts of affection are 

powerful. She becomes addicted to hearing that he cares for her.
156

  

d. Services Provided 

SAGE’s youth trafficking component works with 150-180 teens a year and primarily 

focuses on case management, in-custody services, an out of custody LifeSkills program, and 

outreach training. 
157

 (See Figure 4.1 at the end of this section for an outline of SAGE’s services 

that address domestic minor sex trafficking). SAGE gives all its clients case management 

services. For those living in San Francisco’s detention facility, SAGE offers assessment, 

counseling, and releasing planning services. For the out of custody population, SAGE provides 

life skills training and support services.  

Measuring success of clients is a difficult task and SAGE is working to develop a more 

formalized evaluation process. Nonetheless, to the staff, success can be considered improved 

grades and school attendance, fewer encounters with law enforcement, participation in 

vocational training, and improved self-esteem. Because every girl develops her own plan with 

her case manager, each girl’s objectives are different. Ultimately, Allen Wilson explains, it is a 
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matter of how much they can hope to achieve with their clients in a limited amount of time, and 

sometimes this simply means helping to prevent as much harm as possible.     

i. Case Management 

Recognizing the unique nature of each girl’s situation, SAGE created a Case 

Management program with one-on-one interactions to build trust. All case managers working 

with girls are female.  They have college degrees in areas like social work or have received 

relevant certification (e.g., drug and alcohol counseling). To receive further training, they usually 

shadow senior workers, learning about the specifics of sex trafficking, case management, and 

working with trauma victims.  

Case managers work individually with girls, to help keep them engaged and committed to 

SAGE’s programs. All case managers working with girls are female. Case managers will meet 

with the out-of-custody girls at the SAGE office, their homes, or other off-site locations. They 

might take the girl to the mall, getting to know her in a fun environment.
158

  A simple outing like 

going shopping is an opportunity for the teens to see the way staff interacts with other adults, 

providing her with a behavior model. A worker’s role and responsibilities change and expand to 

meet the girl’s needs, blurring the boundaries between case manager and ―surrogate mother.‖ 

Since sex trafficking is dangerous and violent, safety is SAGE’s first and central concern.  

It focuses on mentally stabilizing girls when they first arrive, ensuring that they are safe from 

their traffickers. It arranges housing, mental health, and medical/dental services, and provides 

legal advocacy and educational support. Mollie Ring, director of SAGE’s Trafficking Program, 

stressed that there needs to be someone who reaches out and builds a relationship right from the 

first contact with the youth.
159

  This connection is critical to the success of engaging the girl and 
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inspiring her to stay out of prostitution. SAGE can establish strong relationships with clients 

quickly, partly because of its peer-education model. Case managers who are survivors 

themselves can relate to the girls’ experiences. This prevents the ―you don’t understand‖ 

disconnect that can occur between survivors and non-survivors. Survivor staff members know 

what behaviors to watch for and avoid ever adding to the shame a girl is feeling from being raped 

and molested.
160

 Staff can also offer their own personal stories. One SAGE case manager said 

the girls quickly question her about her background and what she has lived through. A girl might 

be more willing to trust and confide in an adult who has had similar experiences.  By the time 

SAGE comes to speak with the girl, she’s already dealt with numerous law enforcement officials 

and has been forced to stay somewhere she hates.
161

  She is in a heightened state of vulnerability 

and is likely to rebound to her pimp. She might lie about her personal history and whether she 

was working with a pimp. With this in mind, someone who has had personal experience with 

exploitation knows the right questions can encourage the girl to be honest. Slowly, the case 

manager can build a rapport. It is often during the one-on-one meetings that an exploited girl 

begins to share her trauma. When asked about the lead youth case manager, one youth said she 

―made me feel really welcomed, made me feel like I can open up to her and trust her and talk to 

her one on one. And in groups, she gave me an opportunity to participate, but if I wasn’t ready 

she wouldn’t push me.‖ 
162
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ii. The In-Custody Program  

Most SAGE clients have been 

referred to the organization by the 

juvenile justice system. Many have been 

in and out of the system for years. I met 

girls who would laugh when I asked if 

they had been in the facility before. 

They looked at me amused. They had been in and out of the center countless times. I saw one 

girl leave the center and return a month later. I wondered what support services might have led 

her to return so quickly. 

SAGE case workers are called in by law enforcement to carry out an ―intake‖ and 

assessment of youth suspected of being trafficking victims. All youth who have been charged 

with prostitution are automatically referred to SAGE. A case manager will meet with the youth, 

asking a series of questions to determine whether the girl has been involved in prostitution. The 

case manager might have to visit the detained girl several times until she can make a clear 

decision. If SAGE identifies the youth as a victim, it will provide case management. It will also 

advocate for the girl, working closely with attorneys, probation offices, the District Attorney, 

judges, community-based organizations, and Child Protection Services to create a disposition 

plan.
163

 The SAGE staff will act as court advocates, often giving recommendations to the judge, 

Public Defender, Probation officer, and District Attorney’s office. In addition, SAGE will work 

with the youth to fill out forms for Victim’s Compensation that they might be eligible to 

receive.
164
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SAGE’s in-custody case manager visits the girls’ unit at the juvenile corrections facility 

each week to hold a one-hour group meeting. Girls from all backgrounds attend. The meeting 

gives the case manger an opportunity to identify trafficked or at-risk girls, speak with them about 

the issues the youth care about, and explain the resources SAGE offers. After the group meeting, 

any girl can sign up to meet individually with the case manager or request additional services 

from SAGE. 
165

 

The Community Programs Division (CPD) of the San Francisco Juvenile Probation 

Department studied community services and found that SAGE’s ―intervention around sexual 

exploitation is succeeding both one-on-one and in group sessions.‖
166

 CPD staff observed how 

the sessions provided an outlet for the girls’ frustrations and noticed an increase in respect the 

girls expressed toward each other. CPD staff added that SAGE workers’ use of personal 

anecdotes seemed to help the girls feel less isolated in their experiences.
167

 Of the probation 

officers who referred youth to SAGE’s services, 100% were ―satisfied‖ or ―very satisfied‖ with 

the services provided.
168

  

Unfortunately, it is difficult to evaluate the long-term impact of the in-custody program 

because it is a short-term program. Many of the girls who receive SAGE’s services while in-

custody are eventually transferred to out-of-county housing placements, putting them outside 

SAGE’s jurisdiction.  
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iii. Out-of-Custody: The LifeSkills Program 

In addition to its in-custody program, SAGE runs a long-term out-of-custody program for 

girls who are at risk or have experienced commercial sexual exploitation. LifeSkills acts as an 

intervention program to teach the girls about issues surrounding commercial sexual exploitation 

and to create a safe environment where 

the girls can express their feelings 

freely.  Youth typically remain in the 

program from 6 to 14 months. At the 

time of the ―Final Evaluation Report of 

the SAGE Project’s LifeSkills and Grace 

Program” study, the staff had estimated that 

80% of referrals came from the Juvenile Probation Department and 10% from the Department of 

Social Services. The rest of the referrals came from community-based organizations, the Youth 

Guidance Center, family members, and self-referrals.
169

   

Each girl who enters the out-of-custody LifeSkills program meets with the lead youth 

case manager. An intake and assessment is conducted, and a   treatment plan is drafted. The case 

manager also meets with the girl individually outside the regular weekly session and lends 

support -- finding her a substance-abuse outpatient program, visiting her school, or meeting with 

her family.  The program averages about 37 teens a year, and the teens attend a three-hour group 

meeting each week. They discuss topics such as healthy relationships, sexual exploitation, 

substance abuse, community violence, vocational preparation, and communication skills. Several 

times a year, the group goes on outings such as baseball games, the movies, and camping trips. 

This is a chance for the girls to have fun, and it is another opportunity for the staff to demonstrate 
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social skills. Celia, LifeSkill’s long-term program coordinator and lead youth case manager, 

usually supervises the weekly groups and other staff members, such as the youth clinician, may 

attend. Speakers from outside organizations are also brought in to lead groups. During the group 

meetings I attended, we discussed domestic violence, body image, healthy relationships, and 

neighborhood violence. For two of the group meetings, La Casa de Las Madres, a domestic 

violence support organization, led lessons on domestic abuse and healthy relationships. I was 

surprised by the openness and self-awareness of many girls. One LifeSkills participant told 

Marcia Cohen in the ―Final Evaluation,‖  ―I can talk about what I want to talk about and not be 

judged… I don’t have to worry about being judged. And at least if I have a problem I know it’s 

fixable and not just in the hands of an 8-to-5 person that’s not going to help me.‖
170

 Her 

statement demonstrates her comfort in the program and the security she feels knowing the staff’s 

commitment to her success.  

Unlike the In-Custody groups that are often composed of different girls each week, 

LifeSkills has the advantage of seeing mostly the same girls each time. The staff members and 

participants can begin to build trust, creating a support network for the girls. Celia sees education 

as the program’s goal. She said she cannot tell the girls what to do, but hopes that through 

education they will have the skills to make healthy decisions.
171

 She stresses to the girls that it is 

not her place to judge them. From the outset of their meetings, Celia emphasizes that if they fall, 

they can pick themselves up and she will still be there for them. She will not criticize them for 

returning to their pimps or running away. Instead, she tries to do her best to educate the girls of 

the dangers of returning to their pimps and the risks of commercial sex lifestyle. It might take a 

girl 20 attempts before she successfully leaves her pimp, but SAGE will be there supporting her 
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each time she seeks help. 
172 

After years of doing this work, SAGE staffers know that girls will 

come and from the program, and that punishing them is not effective. One respondent in the 

Cohen study said, ―SAGE was my life…They watch me grow, they watched me fall, and they 

watched me pick myself back up.‖
173

 She added, ―They just taught me how to love myself. They 

taught me how to be who I am. You know, they taught me how to build that self-confidence back 

up.‖
174

 In the introduction chapter, the literature review illustrated the way trauma and 

victimization can break down a person’s self-esteem, leaving them unable to make healthy 

decisions. SAGE’s work to rebuild a girl’s self-esteem and sense of self worth is therefore 

critical.  

iv. Training and Local Partnerships 

SAGE recognizes the importance of working with other local community members who 

might come into contact with trafficked or at-risk youth. This includes community-based 

organizations, law enforcement, Child Protection Services, Probation, and youth clubs.
175

 SAGE 

staff members hold training sessions to help community members spot the warning signs of 

trafficking and make them aware of SAGE’s many services. From this, vital partnerships are 

created. Each time SAGE trains an organization, or often vice versa, the support network for 

youth is strengthened. SAGE and the organization it trains both have a better understanding of 

what each can provide. SAGE knows its limitations. Because trafficked youth require so many 

services, a single organization cannot provide everything they need. Allen Wilson, co-executive 

director at SAGE, said that cross-trainings can ensure that ―no one organization is burdened with 
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trying to do it all.  It's too complex.‖
176

 Because SAGE does not have its own housing facility, it 

relies on local group homes, primarily Larkin Street Youth Services. Youth have access to 

Larkin’s services such as educational services and job training.
177

 

When SAGE receives a new client, it needs to know who it can contact for legal 

assistance and housing. One group home that received SAGE’s training called a few days later 

about a youth whom they considered a potential trafficking victim. With each training session, 

the number of people who know how to identify a trafficked youth is increased, minimizing the 

number of victims who go unnoticed.  

Figure 4.1 SAGE Youth Services 
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e. Challenges 

i. No Reliable Housing 

Housing is a daunting and daily obstacle for case managers. Girls must be sent to group 

homes that serve the general youth population because there is no shelter in San Francisco 

specifically for girls who have been sexually exploited. SAGE had briefly operated Safe House, 

the only residential facility in San Francisco for this population. However, this facility closed in 

2008 after three years because of a lack of funding.  

Although SAGE has a close relationship with Larkin Street Youth Services, Larkin is 

already strained trying to serve the general San Francisco homeless youth population. Group 

homes in the city have a limited number of beds and consequently, case managers must spend 

hours on the phone searching for available beds. Even if a group home has an open bed, it might 

be unwilling to take a girl who has a history of running away. Group homes are already 

overburdened. They are not equipped to provide the unique care needed by a girl who has been 
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exploited. Also, group homes often lack security and can be located, making it easy for pimps to 

find girls and force them back into prostitution.  

Some homes are co-ed, which means a girl who has experienced sexual exploitation and 

distrusts men is now forced to live with boys. One girl in the Youth Guidance Center said she ran 

from her last group home because she was sexually assaulted. Other girls said this is not 

uncommon. A girl awaiting release from juvenile hall said she wanted to know what group home 

she was going to so she could plan her escape. Girls bolt from their group homes and then are 

sent back to juvenile hall for violating their probation. The justice system punishes them from 

running from potentially dangerous situations. And while some girls have said that they feel safe 

inside the juvenile facility, this doesn’t change the fact that they do not have access to safe 

housing. 

Housing at-risk and commercially sexually exploited youth in a group home can be 

troublesome. Girls involved in prostitution may be ostracized by her housemates. Meanwhile, the 

group home has the potential to become a recruiting ground for prostitution.  SAGE workers 

have seen girls still actively involved in prostitution try to recruit other girls, something that had 

happened at the Safe House as well as in the LifeSkills program. The absence of adequate 

housing programs means that some girls might be returned to the same unhealthy homes that 

they had initially fled. A theme of concern over what happens outside of SAGE programming 

ran through my interviews with the staff. For a girl who has recently escaped a trafficking 

situation and still feels unsafe or confused, she might not believe that SAGE will see her again 

after their first meeting. Trafficking Director Mollie Ring said, ―They are not able to . . . hold on 

to trust and promises when they have all been broken for them before.‖ This illustrates why 

doing everything possible to create a connection with a girl is important. Her sense of trust could 

be the deciding factor when she is thinking about fleeing and perhaps returning to her pimp.   
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Through individual and group meetings, a case manager works with the girls on 

recognizing their self-worth and achieving their goals. Mollie Ring pointed out, however, that 

even with all the great work a staff member does with a girl, ―All that progress can so easily get 

washed away by an environment.‖ If a girl leaves her meetings and returns to a place where she 

is berated and discouraged, all the affirmations she had begun to embrace about herself are easily 

forgotten. Celia expressed her frustration with this barrier, saying, ―At the end of the day I have 

to drop her off to a dysfunctional home and I got to drop her off to someone who’s calling her a 

slut or an idiot or a tramp. I’m only seeing her twice a week.‖
178

 Co-Executive Director Allen 

Wilson added that SAGE can spend only a limited amount of time with each client, and for an 

out-of-custody client, that leaves a significant amount of time unaccounted for.  

ii. Participants Who Do Not Complete the Program 

While responses from girls in the program are mostly positive, attendance rates are 

irregular and graduation rates are low. It is hard to pinpoint the factors that cause some youth to 

drop out. I met a very intelligent and well-spoken at-risk youth who attended the LifeSkills 

program. She was an avid writer, impressing the other girls with her poetry.  She attended the 

program each week. Then one day she didn’t show up. With everything she knew about the 

violence that comes with prostitution, she still chose to run away. A friend said she had a pimp 

and planned to prostitute until she earned enough money to buy a car.  So what can be done 

when a girl allows herself to be in dangerous situations, despite everything she has learned that 

would indicate that this is a bad idea? Who is to blame? It is unfair to place the LifeSkills 

program fully at fault, considering the girl was not only educated during the group meetings, but 

also met individually with her case manager. This brings us back to the concerns voiced by the 

Celia, the lead youth case manager, and Allen Wilson, the Co-Executive Director. They talked 
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about their fears surrounding the reality that the SAGE staff can do so much during the meetings, 

and ultimately the girls must go home where they may be exposed to abusive relatives or the 

negative influence of peers.  

iii. Limited Population  

Although research indicates that commercial sexual exploitation cuts across race and 

class, a majority of SAGE’s clients come from racial minority groups. The clients are 56% 

African-American, 19% mixed race, 12% Latino, 10% White.
179

 This reflects the 

overrepresentation of minority girls in juvenile facilities. Annual juvenile arrest reports from the 

city indicate that of the girls detained, nearly 50% are African- American and an additional30% 

are Hispanic.
180

    Allen Wilson blames imbalance on law enforcement practices. ―It's a result of 

how we police,‖ he said. The police focus on low-income areas like Bayview and parts of the 

Mission District. It’s easier to find girls out on the streets than indoors or on the internet. 

Moreover, as mentioned in the literature review, poor identification practices means that girls 

will not receive the services they need. During a focus group with the staff, one staff member 

stated that if SAGE misses them when they first enter Juvenile Hall, ―they will go off into 

another part of the system or country, and then they’ll be missed all together.‖  

iv. Mixed Populations  

While it seems SAGE has been successful in creating trusting relationships with its 

clients, it has encountered issues with its mixture of youth.  There are two distinct groups:  Girls 

who have been sexually exploited and girls who are at-risk. At times, this creates friction. Staff 

and LifeSkills participants indicate that mixing the two populations can discourage participants 
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from fully engaging in the discussions. In the focus groups and interviews Cohen conducted, the 

staff said that the needs of the two populations are different and it worried that some exploited 

girls are reluctant to talk about their issues in front of the other girls.  One LifeSkills participant’s 

remarks show a division between the two groups. She told Cohen, ―Some of the other girls that 

do have that history… don’t want to talk about[it]… and I know the fear they have and the 

emotional feeling that they go through, and it’s like me sitting there and listening to [the girls 

who have not been through it]…. I’m like, are you serious?‖
181

 The possibility of recruitment, as 

mentioned in the earlier section on housing challenges, is also a risk and often a reality when 

mixing the two populations. Cohen voiced concerns that exposing the at-risk and non-involved 

group to the ―lifestyle‖ of prostitution might unintentionally glamorize the ―lifestyle.‖  While I 

understand her concerns, it is important to note that this glamorization would come from girls 

who are still involved in the life and not from the program that carefully details the dangers of 

prostitution.  

iii. Limited Resources 

The recent economic recession severely hurt the ability of organizations to respond to 

local needs. When one group home closes, it is not solely the home that is affected. It hurts all 

service providers who relied on the home to provide shelter for their clients. At a time when 

California has been slashing funding for social services, SAGE faces the strain of limited 

funding. California's Child Welfare Services suffered $133 million in budget cuts in 2010. 

CALworks, a welfare-to-work program for adults with children, saw a 15% decrease in funding 

when, and the state education budget lost $5.4 billion.
182

 Cutting funding for a program that may 

not specifically be for youth still has the potential to impact them negatively. The absence of a 
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reliable support network, something that can result from additional familial strains, can increase 

a youth’s vulnerability to trafficking.  

SAGE cannot expand its youth programs without additional funding. Most of SAGE’s 

funding comes from state and federal grants, meaning that money is very much dependent on the 

economy and how much the government values fighting the sex trafficking issue. SAGE’s 

funding comes attached with countless strings in the form of stipulations and requirements, 

making it even harder for SAGE to serve trafficked youth. The funding source determines who 

SAGE can work with, often based on the individual’s original residence. This means that some 

girls are denied services because their homes are out-of-county, a half-hour from San Francisco. 

By having numerous government funding sources, each with its own rigid stipulations, programs 

are being created to reflect funding, rather than the other way around. Director Allen Wilson 

asserted that programs should be created on the basis of the needs of the clients, rather than the 

needs of the state.  

Cuts in funding have also had a direct impact on SAGE’s staff, causing high staff 

turnover. New grants bring new staff; a lack of grants means funding cuts and devastating 

layoffs. Layoffs and turnovers reduce training, according to the reports by Cohen’s and the 

Community Programs.. Cohen’s report found a general disagreement among senior and new staff 

regarding the adequacy of training.
183

 Also, there is no formalized curriculum for the LifeSkills 

program. This leaves new staff unfamiliar with the structure of the program and completely 

reliant on the program’s coordinator/ lead youth case manager. This one individual has been a 

constant throughout most of the program’s history.  So much of the program’s success is the 

result of her work and the relationships she builds with her clients. Unfortunately, this is not a 
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sustainable model.   Additionally, frequently introducing new staff to participants who need 

stable and constant adult figures in their lives can be unsettling.  

III. Conclusion 

The SAGE Project is the main non-profit organization fighting trafficking in San 

Francisco and has been at the forefront of this issue for nearly two decades. By looking at SAGE, 

the difficulties of such work are clear. There is only so much an organization can do with limited 

resources. SAGE’s success hinges on the cooperation, support, and financial assistance of the 

community. The community’s support in words but not action is not sufficient. Survivors of 

sexual commercial exploitation require a spectrum of services, and a multitude of factors need to 

come together in order to create a success story. SAGE needs the support of its clients’ families 

and guardians to ensure that its work is not reversed when the clients return home to their 

communities.   

The case of SAGE demonstrates the drastic need for housing. Without adequate housing 

options, case managers will struggle to find their clients shelter and, in turn, clients, will continue 

to run from their group homes, reinforcing a cycle of recidivism. Until girls have a safe place to 

stay that will begin the process of stabilization and healing, housing will remain an obstacle that 

undermines the work of all other services.     

SAGE’s practice of training and building community partnerships is a promising model. 

The awareness and trust that it builds with the community has and will continue to reduce the 

number of trafficked youth and will hopefully widen the support population. There are still many 

misconceptions about what it means to be trafficked and thus, the awareness training SAGE 

conducts is helping to reduce this confusion.  

Lastly, funding shortages pose challenges at every step of SAGE’s work. In a difficult 

economic climate, cuts are to be expected. But for a relatively small organization like SAGE, any 
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funding cuts have a cascading effect on services and staff. High staff turnover and layoffs 

undermine the ability of SAGE to reach its full potential.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: 

A CONCLUSION 

I. Summary of Findings  

This thesis set out to learn how minors who have been domestically sex trafficked are 

treated by the juvenile justice system and non-governmental organizations. It sought to identify 

the gaps and best practices for addressing these girls’ needs. Ultimately, the state of the anti-

trafficking movement is complicated and constantly evolving. Promising progress has been made 

on the national level, especially by the FBI. But tens of thousands of underage girls remain in a 

vicious cycle, trapped between pimps and the juvenile justice system. Much work needs to be 

done on the state and local levels. Domestic trafficking of minors has made its way from the 

nightly news headlines to legislative agendas, increasing awareness of the issue and the needs of 

victims. Although the vast majority of states have criminalized trafficking, seven states have 

failed to take this legislative step.  By looking at the handling of trafficking cases and the 

reactions of those who come in contact with the justice system, it is obvious that criminalizing 

trafficking is not enough. Many state laws make it hard to prosecute traffickers because they still 

require that coercion, force, or fraud be proved in order for a case to be classified as trafficking. 

Contradictions between federal and state legislation significantly impede progress in 

treating trafficked youth as victims. Governmental barriers keep juveniles from being connected 

to adequate services. Only four states have enacted Safe Harbor laws. The remaining 46 states 

are left to follow vague and conflicting laws. Federal law dictates that all juveniles under 18 are 

considered trafficking victims, regardless of proof of coercion, force, or fraud. But underage 

children are viewed differently under state laws that ignore age and declare prostitution a crime. 
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States have branded as delinquents for participating in an illegal trade and objectionable sexual 

activity. At the same time, the children are victims of exploiters.  

Misunderstanding of the issue and the needs of victims leaves law enforcement ill 

equipped to address trafficking in their communities. Police either view girls in prostitution as 

offenders or they believe that incarceration is the only way to keep them off the streets and safe. 

Lack of housing options encourages police to send girls to detention facilities by default.   

Training of law enforcement and community organizations on sex trafficking and 

identifying victims has proved to be an effective practice and should be implemented on a wider 

scale. Police officers are often the first point of contact and can color a girl’s perception of law 

enforcement. If officers are trained on victims’ needs, they have a better chance of gaining trust 

and increasing responsiveness to outreach. 

The lack of coordination among law enforcement and service providers, each seemingly 

acting in separate spheres, makes a unified front against trafficking difficult. Increased dialogue 

and a greater exchange of information between the two is needed in order to reach their common 

goal—the eradication of the commercial sexual exploitation of juveniles.  

Funding remains one of the greatest obstacles, and in the current economic climate, it has 

only worsened. But trafficking does not decline in a recession. Communities need to examine if 

existing funds are being spent wisely in the long term. Arrests for trafficking, detention centers, 

hearings and court cases are extremely costly. Helping girls out of prostitution and avoiding 

recidivism with social services have proved to save money in the long run. The absence of 

reliable and safe housing is an issue of policy as much as finances. In a country where more than 

100,000 children are at risk for trafficking, there are only 50 beds for sexually exploited 

juveniles. That is not enough even for one city for one night. The housing shortage encourages 

police to continue detaining juveniles and it forces service providers to spend exorbitant amounts 
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of time simply looking for a safe place for their clients to sleep. Short term and long-term 

shelters would give police an alternative location to bring minors besides a detention center. 

With the right housing, an underage girl will not be vilified for being a victim and she will be 

connected to the stabilizing resources she needs.  

II. Lessons Learned from SAGE 

Shelter  

Without immediate housing options, case managers spend hours simply searching for a 

beds for their clients.  General group homes do not have the means to address sufficiently the 

needs of commercially sexually exploited girls. Exploited juveniles are subjected to an 

environment in which they may be stigmatized for their involvement in prostitution, or worse, re-

traumatized by male cohabitants.     

Funding 

Inadequate funding models undermine the reach and sustainability of non-profit 

organizations. Dependent on grants and donations, an organization’s ability to assist exploited 

juveniles changes from year to year, making it difficult to maintain strong programming. 

Without steady monetary support, high staff turnover reduces effectiveness and prevents youth 

from forming long-term relationships with staff members. Grants come with strings attached. 

They carry stipulations and bureaucratic requirements that restrict the reach of recipient 

organizations. Suddenly, an organization can no longer work with a girl because she lives in a 

different county a few miles away. Programs are adjusted to reflect the requests of the grant-

maker, rather than the needs of the victims. This causes work to focus on the grants and lose 

sight of the girls. It is important that policy makers and program directors continuously ask the 

question that a case manager posed in Chapter Three, ―Is this victim centered?‖   
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While funding is very much an external issue connected to the state government 

decisions, it signifies the need for non-profits to find new sustainable funding models. Relying 

on government funding means the success, and failure, of programming rests on a changing 

political and economic climate.  Until we can be sure that trafficking efforts will have a stable 

and consistent government backing, organizations need to look toward alternative funding 

sources and private donors.  

Separate Programming for At-risk and Commercially Sexually Exploited Youth 

Combining at-risk and commercially sexually exploited youth in programming can have 

consequences for both populations. The two populations cannot be treated the same. Girls who 

have been manipulated by pimps and subjected to rape dozens of times in a month   have had 

experiences that an at-risk girl cannot be expected to understand. Moreover, if girls in a program 

are still actively involved in prostitution, they might glamorize their lives and coerce other girls 

to join them.  

At times, mixing the populations has rewards. At-risk girls can gain a great deal by 

hearing about the dangers of prostitution from survivors. Regular events in which at-risk youth 

have the opportunity to hear the first-hand stories of young and adult women can be extremely 

influential and thought provoking. It is empowering for survivors to have a chance to help 

someone else 

Training/ Greater Coordination   

One agency does not have the capacity to identify and assist trafficking victims on a wide 

scale. To create a larger footprint, it must train a support network. It needs to equip community 

members and organizations with the resources and knowledge to handle trafficking, too.  

Through trainings, participants can learn how to identify victims and understand their trauma. 
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This understanding can help shift a law enforcement official’s perception of a girl in prostitution 

as a criminal to a victim.  

Training events with multiple service providers are excellent opportunities for 

information to be exchanged. Service providers learn from each other’s experiences and find out 

where to send clients to for certain services.   These events foster future collaboration, preventing 

organizations from working in isolation. Together they can fill in the gaps of each other’s reach. 

For example, SAGE is not conducting street outreach, so it sees mostly girls who were referred 

through the juvenile justice system. Other organizations do work with juveniles on the street and 

through coordination they can connect their street population to SAGE.    

Concrete Curriculum 

Service providers who lead regular group meetings with at-risk or commercially sexually 

trafficked youth should establish a formal curriculum. A curriculum that is properly documented 

will create institutional memory for the program, ensuring that it will survive staff turnover. A 

concrete curriculum makes it easier to review which lessons are the most successful. It also 

reduces redundancies and familiarizes new staff members with the program faster.  

II. Further Research Recommendations 

There are currently no studies that extensively assess and chronicle the experiences of 

girls who have participated in community programs for commercially sexually exploited youth. 

This absence of literature makes it difficult for organizations to learn from others’ successes or 

failures. While there is an expanding collection of documentation about risk factors and 

pathways into prostitution, it would be helpful if there were studies on trauma, before and during 

prostitution, and how these services enable survivors to move forward with their lives. A study 

on the attitudes of police during their first contact with trafficked juveniles would also be highly 
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important, illustrating how police perceptions impact the criminalizing treatment of minors. 

Additionally, further research on how girls are mentally impacted by their time in the juvenile 

justice system is needed. Before and after studies on girls in the justice system could reveal how 

incarceration affects a juveniles’ level of trauma.  

In the year 2011, it is disturbing that there is still a form of slavery in our society. There 

are tens of thousands of girls who must flee violent homes, only to find refuge in a ―boyfriend‖ 

and eventual trafficker. There are still girls turning tricks 10 times a night, struggling to meet 

their quotas and praying that they don’t get beaten. There are still girls numbing the emotional 

and physical pain of daily rape with drugs and alcohol. Whether they are pimped on the streets, 

indoors, or on the internet, these girls’ bodies are commodified and degraded. They are survivors 

of the worst victimization, but too often society fails to see this. The SAGE Project dreams of a 

world in which no girl is subjected to sex trafficking. That world is decades away, if it will ever 

exist at all. But as sex trafficking awareness grows, non-profit organizations have shown that 

they can make a difference — on the streets and in the lives of underage girls. 
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APPENDIX I: SAGE Interview Guide 
 

General Staff Interview Questions 

Can you tell me about your role at SAGE and how long you’ve been working here? 

How did you initially learn about SAGE?  

What do you see as SAGE’s mission?  

 

How did you initially learn about SAGE?  

Can you tell me about the evolution of the organization? 

Do you think the shift from a staff of 100% survivors to 50% survivors has impacted the 

organization? 

How do you think the client base has changed over the years? 

How do you feel SAGE addresses the reasons that initially cause women to become involved in 

prostitution?  

What services do you think a person who has been sexually exploited needs the most? 

How do you think the change in language has affected SAGE’s work? 

What do you think about residential facilities that are specifically for girls that have been 

trafficked? 

Can you tell me about the house we briefly operated for girls?  

What services do you think SAGE should offer that it currently does not? 

What do you see as SAGE’s next steps? 

 

If a case manager, also ask: 

What is your relationship like with your clients? 

→How do clients initially respond to your assistance?  

How do you maintain boundaries with your clients? 

How do you deal with the personal emotional impact of working with your clients? 

Have you kept in contact with the other clients who were at SAGE at the same time as you? 

-What sort of things are they doing today? (jobs, living situation, family) 

Do you know anyone who has returned to prostitution? 

 If yes: Why do you think they returned to prostitution?  

What makes a girl return to prostitution, after she’s received SAGE’s services? 

 

If in involved in LifeSkills, ask: 

Who decides that a girl must participate in the LifeSkills program? 

Can you tell me about your one-on-one meetings with the girls? How often and for how long do 

you meet? 

What do you see as your main responsibility as a case manager?  

Do you feel the way you approach your job has changed over the years?  
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Do you think your personal experiences help the girls connect with you? 

What outlets do you think these girls have for discussing their thoughts, ideas, beliefs, hopes?  

What do you think girls take away from their time at YGC?  

What do you think is the most important part of the Life Skills program? 

Do you see a change in the girls’ attitudes during the duration of time you work with them?  

What is the goal of Life Skills?  

Do you think there is a difference in the girls’ attitudes when they are in YGC as compared with 

their attitudes when they are in Life Skills?  

What are the gaps in services you see? What do you think these girls need the most?  

What sort of support network do they have besides you? 

How much do you know about the current status of girls who are no longer in the Life Skills 

program? 

Do you find the length of time girls spend in these programs influences their likelihood of 

recidivism? 

How do you feel about the group homes in which most of our girls are placed?  

What is your relationship with the case managers at the group homes? 
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APPENDIX 2: GENERAL INTERVIEW GUIDE  

What services do you believe a person who has been commercially sexually exploited needs the 

most? 

What is your opinion of residential facilities that are specifically for girls who have been 

trafficked? 

What are the key points at which you believe trafficked girls are not being identified? 

What is your view of the trauma-sensitivity and gender-responsiveness of detention and 

correctional facilities? 

-Do you think that the staff is properly trained? 

- Do you believe mental health and substance abuse services are adequately provided? 

 

How responsive do you think the state and federal government has been to fighting the domestic 

trafficking of minors? 

-What do you think of the recent Safe Harbor Acts that states have passed? 

-What are your thoughts regarding the attitudes of law enforcement toward girls involved 

in prostitution? 

 

 

If a case manager, also ask:  

How are your clients referred to your organization? 

Can you tell me about your one-on-one meetings with the girls? How often and for how 

long do you meet? 

How long can girls remain in your program? 

What do you see as your main responsibility as a case manager?  

What is your relationship like with the juvenile justice department?  

What are the major challenges you encounter in your work? 
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